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Campylobacter jejuni bacterial pathogen is among the primary causes of food-borne
acute gastroenteritis in North America and the world. It has also been linked to severe postinfection sequelae such as Guillain-Barré syndrome. Previous studies identified C. jejuni surface
capsular polysaccharide (CPS) as a target for creation of a carbohydrate based vaccine in which
the CPS is conjugated to a carrier protein. In this thesis, following sample purification, aspects of
C. jejuni HS:5 CPS structure were characterized using numerous analytical techniques such as
NMR and GC-MS. CPS is comprised of α-DD-Heptoses linked at C2 to the anomeric carbons of
glucose. The α-Glucose molecules are linked though C4 to the α-DD-Heptose anomeric carbon.
The α-DD-Heptose structure also has an occasional ring structured amino acid modification.
Following characterization the CPS was oxidized and developed into a prototype glycoconjugate
vaccine using TEMPO oxidation and EDC-CRM197 coupling methods.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction
1.1

Introduction to Carbohydrate Chemistry
Carbohydrates are the most abundant biomolecules on earth. A major portion of the

Earth’s organic matter is comprised of carbohydrates; a main constituent of plant matter [1]. In
plants, carbohydrates are formed due to photosynthesis and serve as an important source of
chemical energy for living organisms. This energy is released when animals and plants
metabolize carbohydrates to carbon dioxide and water. Carbohydrates are a major component of
bacterial cell walls and are central to vital processes such as cell recognition and metabolism [2].
Carbohydrates were originally classified as simple hydrates of carbon with the formula
Cx(H2O)y, but the term now covers a much wider set of compounds [2]. Today carbohydrates can
be defined as multiply hydroxylated hemiacetal or acetal aldehydes, ketones or substances that
yield such compounds on hydrolysis. Simple carbohydrates are often referred to as sugars or
saccharides; many contain nitrogen, phosphorous or sulfur. There are three major types of
saccharides: monosaccharides, oligosaccharides and polysaccharides [3].
1.1.1

Monosaccharides
Monosaccharides are the simplest carbohydrates; they consist of a single polyhydroxy

aldehyde or ketone that cannot be hydrolyzed further. An un-branched carbon chain is the most
common backbone of a typical simple monosaccharide. In its open chain form all carbons are
linked by single bonds with one carbon double bonded to oxygen, becoming either an aldose or a
ketose depending on the position of the carbonyl group [3]. Monosaccharides are named based of
the number of carbon atoms present in the molecule (i.e hexose, heptose etc.) and the remaining
carbons are linked to hydroxyl groups.
Nearly all monosaccharides contain one (or more) asymmetric chiral carbon. Due to this
a monosaccharide with a single chemical formula may have many optically active isomeric
forms. Monosaccharides containing four or more carbons tend to be cyclical in structure in
aqueous solution and formation of the ring structure creates a new chiral center at C1 furthering
the number of complex stereoisomers [3].
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To visually represent carbohydrates, the father of carbohydrate chemistry, Emil Fischer,
developed a way to project a three dimensional molecule onto a two dimensional medium with
the Fischer projection. While very suitable for drawing open sugar structures, this format did not
provide a realistic representation of the ring structure. Later, in the 1920s Haworth and his school
introduced what became known as the “Hayworth projection” and “Hayworth conformation” the
latter is also known as the “chair conformation”. The projection formula shows a nominally
planar ring with planes of substituents above and below it. The conformation formula shows the
actual shape of the molecule along with all the tetrahedral bond angles and as such provides a
more accurate visual representation of carbohydrate compounds [1]. In Figure 1, all three
methods are applied to draw the same glucose molecule. To convert Fisher form to the Haworth
format all hydroxyl groups on the right are placed below the ring and consequently all hydroxyls
on the left are placed above the ring.

Figure 1: An α-D-glucose molecule expressed in different conformational formats

Glyceraldehyde is the simplest aldose; with only one chiral center it is used in carbohydrate
nomenclature as a configuration standard [2]. The molecule exists in two enantiomeric forms:

Figure 2: L and D configurations of glyceraldehyde molecule used as a standard in carbohydrate chemistry

Before absolute configurations were developed, for convenience, one enantiomeric form
was designated as D and the other as L. For all other molecules, regardless of number of carbons
present, if the chiral center most distant from the carbonyl carbon has the same configuration as
D-glyceraldehyde it is a D isomer. Consequently, same configuration as an L-glyceraldehyde
2

indicates an L isomer. A molecule with n chiral centers typically has 2n stereoisomers. By
convention, monosaccharides are drawn vertically as Fischer projections with an aldehyde or
ketone group near the top and hydroxyl group on the right if it is a D isomer or left if it is an L
isomer [3]. Absolute configuration can now be determined using X-ray crystallography. D
configuration is equivalent to (+) and L configuration corresponds with (-), two monosaccharides
that are different only in configuration of one of the carbons are called epimers [2]. Two such
molecules are D-glucose and D-galactose. In nature every molecule typically shows a preference
of one isomeric configuration over the other. Some sugars occur naturally in their L forms, for
example L-arabinose; however majority of common hexoses exist as D isomers. D-aldohexose
has eight possible stereochemical variations at C2, C3 and C5, and each has their own common
name [3].
In aqueous solutions the open chain structure of a carbohydrate typically exists in
equilibrium with its cyclic forms. Ring structure occurs when a carbonyl group forms a covalent
bond with oxygen from a hydroxyl group further down the chain, usually at C5 resulting in the
formation of an acetal or a hemiacetal at the C1 carbon which then becomes a chirality center,
creating two diastereomers [3]. In such cyclic molecules the C1 is known as the anomeric carbon
and the location of the hydroxyl group on this carbon indicates if the monosaccharide has an
alpha (α) or a beta (β) configuration (see a D-glucose example Figure 3). Alpha configuration is
axial in relation to the carbohydrate ring and beta configuration is equatorial [2].

Figure 3: α and β configuration of D-glucose, location of the anomeric carbon portion highlighted

When an amino group replaces a non-anomeric –OH group it is referred to as an amino
sugar. A saccharide in which an amino group replaces specifically the anomeric –OH group is
called glycosylamine. D-Glucosamine is an example of an amino sugar.
3

Six-membered carbohydrate rings are called pyranoses due to their resemblance to the
cyclical compound pyran. A large fraction of cyclic monosaccharides have the stable pyranose
form, it is predominant in aldohexose and aldopentose solutions. In some instances a five
membered ring may form, such rings are named furanoses due to resemblance with the furan
compound [3]. Pyranose forms tend to dominate in aqueous solutions of most monosaccharides.
Occasionally, as with compounds such as D-ribose, D-altrose, D-idose and D-talose, significant
amounts can be found in furanose form. Additionally, furanose form is commonly seen when
sugars are incorporated into a biomolecule, for example β-D-ribofuranose in ribonucleic acid [4].
1.1.1.1

Mutarotation
Interconversion between α and β anomers is called mutarotation. This effect was first

noted during experiments in which the α and β forms were isolated. It was discovered that the
melting point of untreated D-glucose is significantly higher than that of a D-glucose that was
crystallized. The optical rotations of these two forms are also significantly different. However,
when these two forms of D-glucose were dissolved in aqueous solution the specific rotations
began to change; increasing for one form and decreasing for other until both came to the same
value [2]. Mutarotation effect occurs due to equilibrium between open form of a monosaccharide
and its two closed cyclical hemiacetal ring forms (see Figure 4). Amount of open chain sugar in
aqueous solution at equilibrium is so small, it is usually assumed to be negligible and
percentages of anomers present in solution are stated without taking it into account [2].

Figure 4: Example of the D-glucose mutarotation
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1.1.1.2

Anomeric effect
D-glucose in aqueous solution is comprised of two components; α-D-Glucose at 36% and

β-D-glucose are 64%. It may seem that β form of pyranose is generally more stable, but this is
not always the case. For example, D-mannose in similar conditions favors α configuration in
equilibrium [2]. The tendency of hydroxyl groups to prefer the α anomer formation instead of the
apparently less hindered β formation is known as the anomeric effect. Repercussions of this
effect are wide ranging; it essentially ensures α configuration of an electronegative substituent at
the C1 anomeric carbon and is responsible for the stabilizations of certain conformations.
Strength of anomeric effect directly correlates with an increase of electronegativity in
carbohydrate substituents and decreases in solvents with high dielectric constant [4].
Various explanations for the anomeric effect have been offered, however the most widely
accepted one is that of hyperconjugation: the delocalization of electrons from filled bonding
orbitals to adjacent unfilled ones via orbital overlap [2]. The electronegative substituent such as
hydroxyl, prefers the α or axial orientation because the axially oriented orbital of the lone pair
electrons of the O5 ring oxygen (n) overlaps with the σ* orbital of C1-to-O1 hemiacetal bond.
Figure 5 below provides a visual representation of this effect. The anti-periplanar arrangement in
this configuration favors backbonding. This results in a slight shortening of the C1-O5 bond, a
lengthening of the C1-O1 bond and a general increase in electron density at O1. The orbital
interaction nO5→σ*C1-O1 is stabilizing and makes the α configuration more likely to form [4].

Figure 5: Orbital interactions in α-D-glucose illustrating configuration which favours backbonding and leads to the
anomeric effect
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1.1.2

Oligosaccharides and Polysaccharides
Monosaccharides can be linked in an almost limitless number of ways to form lengthy

chains called oligosaccharides or polysaccharides. There are 134 million ways to link the eight
D-hexopyranoses together into a linear hexasaccharide and if different alterations are introduced
(furanose form, L-configuration, linkage, addition of modifying groups etc.) the number of
potential structures increases exponentially. However, a much smaller amount of saccharide
structures exists or produced in nature [4].
Oligosaccharides are comprised of 2 to 10 monosaccharide units or residues.
Polysaccharides are sugar polymers (also called glycans) comprised of more than 10
monosaccharide units or residues. Both can occur in either a single chain or with branched
segments. Starch and cellulose are both examples of a glucose polysaccharide; both are
comprised of the same monosaccharide but are differently arranged and therefore have very
different properties and roles in nature [2]. Individual monosaccharide units in oligosaccharides
and polysaccharides are joined together by characteristic linkages called glycosidic bonds.
1.1.2.1

Glycosidic linkage
Glycosidic bonds join carbohydrate molecules with other groups, which may or may not

be carbohydrates. Glycosidic links form between glycosyl donors and acceptors. A donor is a
substituent at the α- or β- configuration; often a saccharide. Addition of a glycosyl acceptor leads
to the elimination of the HX group and formation of a link between the two molecules [4].
Sucrose is an example of a disaccharide with a glycosidic O-linkage between two
saccharides; glucose and fructose; this structure can be seen in Figure 6. A hydroxyl group of
one sugar links with the anomeric carbon of the other creating a disaccharide unit with an oxygen
link. The resulting unit keeps the original configuration of the donor molecule at C1. In a Nglycosidic linkage, instead of an oxygen the carbohydrate molecule is linked to another group
thought a nitrogen. Figure 6 also shows an adenosine molecule as an example; an adenine
compound is attached to a ribofuranose at the βC1→N9 link. Such links form due to presence of
nitrogen containing compounds such as N-containing amino acids or nucleotides. S-glycosidic
linkages are also possible; often with sulfur containing amino acids such as Cysteine [3].
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Figure 6: Examples of O- and N- glycosidic linkage in nature: sucrose and adenosine

The general term for an amino acid (or another functional group) linked by a glycosidic
bond at the anomeric carbon to a saccharide molecule is a glycoside. When the two are oxygen
linked the resulting compound is referred to as O-glycoside, when linked by nitrogen it is called
glycosylamine and a sulfur type of linkage forms thioglycosides [3].
It is also possible to produce non-reducing disaccharide units if the glycosyl acceptor
reacts thought the hydroxyl group of its anomeric center. This produces two glycosidic linkages,
in α- or β-configuration, at both C1 and C1’ [4]. Generally, glycosidic bonds are easily
hydrolyzed by acidic compounds. Linked saccharides can be separated to obtain monosaccharide
units using dilute acids [3]. This property becomes highly useful during analytical
characterization of oligosaccharide and polysaccharide components.
1.1.2.2

Oligosaccharides and Polysaccharides in nature
Most carbohydrates in nature occur as polysaccharides and are commonly found

throughout plant and animal kingdom and in microorganisms, often serving structural or storage
roles. For example, cell walls of plants contain the structural compound cellulose. Products such
as wood and cotton are primarily comprised of cellulose which is a tough and fibrous substance
particularly present in stems, stalks of plants and trunks of trees. Cellulose polysaccharide is
linear and un-branched, comprised of (1→4) linked β-D-glucoses. Another structurally important
polysaccharide is chitin. It forms extended fibers similar to cellulose but is present in animals
and is the principal component in exoskeletons of insects and crustaceans such as lobsters and
crabs. Chitin is composed of un-branched (1→4) linked β-N-acetylglycosamine units [3].
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An important example of storage polysaccharides in plant cells is starch, it contains two
types of glucose polymer; branched (amylopectin) and un-branched (amylose). Amylose is
comprised of α-D-glucose units connected by (1→4) linkages. In amylopectin main α-D-glucose
units are similarly linked but the structure is also (1→6) branched. Amylopectin is more
prevalent in starch than amylase. Most plant cells can form starch but it is especially abundant in
potatoes and seeds. Glycogen serves as the main form of storage in animal cells; it is abundant in
liver and skeletal muscle. Similar to amylopectin, glycogen is made up of (1→4) linked α-Dglucose units with (1→6) branches; however it is more extensively branched and more compact
than starch [3]. Figure 7 shows some of the polysaccharides commonly occurring in nature.

Figure 7: Examples of polysaccharides including sucrose (amylopectin and amylase), cellulose and chitin with all
linkages highlighted in red.

Differences between such polysaccharides are often small, for example two saccharide
segments may differ only in degree of branching, type of linkage or the α/β anomeric structural
position. However, these small differences have an enormous significance in function and
chemical properties of polysaccharides. In addition to storage and structure cellular support,
polysaccharides and oligosaccharides of organisms of all kingdoms serve other purposes, such as
information carriers. They enable communication between cells and their extracellular
8

surroundings, label proteins for transport and destruction when the protein becomes malformed
or superfluous. Polysaccharides also serve as recognition sites for extracellular parasites such as
bacteria or viruses [3].
Nucleosides, which are glycosylamines with either a D-ribose or 2-deoxy-D-ribose
group, are important components of RNA and DNA. In glycosylamines the amino group is often
acetylated, as in the case of N-acetylmuramic acid, which is an important component in the
surface of bacterial cell walls. Certain cell surface components are made up of a polysaccharide
comprised of alternatively linked N-acetylglucosamine and N-acetylmuramic acid molecules.
These polysaccharides lie side by side in the cell wall; cross linked with shorter peptides forming
a nourishing and protecting peptidoglycan layer that envelops the cell. Oligosaccharide chains
are also attached to parts of the plasma membrane and are central in cell-cell recognition,
adhesion, as well as cell migration and immune response [3]. A nine-carbon amino sugar called
N-acetylneuraminic acid is a component of certain oligosaccharides in human milk.
Additionally, it is commonly encountered in the animal kingdom and in microorganisms as a
constituent of glycoconjugates [1].
1.1.3

Glycoconjugates
In cells, oligosaccharides often exist as several carbohydrate units joined to a non-sugar

molecule such as a lipid or a protein. These are biologically active compounds known as a
glycoconjugates [3]. In part due to the presence of a glycan chain comprised of monosaccharides,
glycoconjugates are very structurally diverse. In addition to stereochemical and isomeric
variations there is also the possibility of chain branching and modification by various organic
and inorganic esters, either at carbohydrate units or as linkages between them [1]. For example,
phosphate esters such as phosphoramidates are commonly found on or within glycan chains of
glycoconjugates.
Glycoconjugates are a common component of cell surfaces and extracellular matrices
where they are involved in a variety of cell recognition functions. The glycosylation process is
directed and regulated by specific enzymes in the organism. Presence of the carbohydrate portion
enables formation of a biomolecule with expanded biological properties and abilities, such as
recognition by specific molecules [1].
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1.1.3.1

Glycoproteins
Proteins produced within the cell may be modified with a variety of carbohydrate

structures thereby becoming glycoproteins. Glycoproteins are typically comprised of one or
several oligosaccharides joined covalently to the protein, they greatly vary in complexity and are
typically found on the outer layer of the plasma membrane.
Glycoproteins are classified according to the type of linkage joining the glycan chain
with the protein. The glycan chain generally comprises 20% of the mass conjugate, although the
portion may be greater; occasionally even more than 90%. The most common are N-linked and
O-linked glycans; C-linkages are also possible but rare. Known reasons for glycoprotein
formation include; ensuring proper folding of protein and its degradation if improperly folded as
well as modulation of immunological properties [4]. Most proteins present on cellular surface
exist as part of glycoproteins. Monosaccharides such as mannose, galactose, fucose, sialic acid
and N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) are part of glycan chain of glycoproteins in vertebrates [1].
1.1.3.2

Glycolipids and gangliosides
Like proteins, lipids can covalently bond to simple sugars or oligosaccharides and form

glycolipids; common components of cell plasma membrane with a saccharide portion on the cell
surface. In glycolipids, glycans are typically O-linked to the carbon of lipid structures [1].
Gangliosides are a particularly important subgroup of glycolipids. They are membrane
lipids of eukaryotic cells and common elements of nervous tissue. Biological membranes are
comprised of a double layer of lipids, acting as a protective barrier. Membrane lipids are
amphiphiles; comprised of molecules with one end hydrophobic (non-polar) and another
hydrophilic (polar). Hydrophobic ends interact with each other and hydrophilic ends interact
with water, forcing membrane lipids to pack in a specific way, forming membrane bilayers. In
gangliosides, the hydrophilic end has a polar head group section comprised of oligosaccharides
containing sialic acid and other monosaccharides. More complex ganglioside structures may
have one or several N-acetylneuraminic acid units in addition to the oligosaccharide unit.
Gangliosides are commonly concentrated in the cell’s plasma membrane where they act as points
of recognition for extracellular molecules or for neighboring cell surfaces [3].
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1.2

Campylobacter jejuni
In 1913, McFadyean and Stockman first isolated a Vibrio-like organism from aborted

sheep fetuses. As early as the 1880s there was awareness of this pathogen’s existence but its
importance and severity was not realized until later [5]. Jones et al. in 1931 first identified C.
jejuni bacteria as the cause of bovine dysentery by isolating the organism from feces of cattle
with diarrhea. It was initially classified by Jones into the Vibrio genus; however, further research
as well as analysis of human and animal samples by Levy (1946), King (1957) and Bryans et al.
(1960) showed the bacteria’s fundamental differences from the Vibrio genus and lead to the
Campylobacter genus being proposed in 1963 by Sebald and Véron [5,6]. The presence of C.
jejuni in the human gut was suspected for a long time, but this bacterium was first successfully
isolated from human diarrheal stool samples in 1972 using a new technique developed for
veterinary diagnosis [7].

Figure 8: Electron scanning microscope image of Campylobacter jejuni cells. Photo by De Wood; digital
colorization by Chris Pooley

Campylobacter jejuni bacteria are slim, spirally curved, generally 1.5μm-6.0μm long,
0.2μm-0.5μm wide and motile owing to the presence of a unipolar or bipolar flagella. Infective
dose can be as low as 500-800 organisms and attack rate is proportional its increase. C. jejuni
grow best in microaerophilic conditions, requiring O2 concentration of 3-15% and CO2
concentrations of 3-5%, and in the 37°C-42°C temperature range [6].
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While Campylobacter organisms have long been recognized as the cause of diarrhea in
cattle and septic abortions in sheep and cattle, its importance to humans has only been
established from the 1970s onwards [7]. Over the past sixty years there has been extensive
research regarding the cellular structure and function of C. jejuni. It is a member of the epsilon
proteobacteria, naturally transformable and is generally classified as Gram-negative [8].
Classification into Gram-positive and Gram-negative is based on the bacteria’s ability to
retain a violet dye in its outer membrane and is commonly used as a way to identify the structural
differences in the cell wall of the bacteria. After Gram staining gram-positive bacteria appears
purple and gram-negative appear pink due to differences in the cell wall structure which cause
one to retain more dye than the other [9].
1.2.1

Campylobacteriosis pathogenesis
C. jejuni naturally exists in the digestive tracts of a wide range of birds and mammals

such as poultry and cattle. In developed countries Campylobacteriosis is largely a food-borne
infection. Its occurrence is largely due to consumption of raw or incorrectly handled products in
food processing plants; for example, raw retail chickens have a high bacterial contamination
count however eating poultry is only a risk if it is undercooked, since C. jejuni are killed by
modest heat. Cross-contamination from raw meat (most commonly poultry, but to a lesser extent
other raw meats) to other food products during transportation, storage or preparation is the other
possible source of infection [10]. Shellfish such as clams may become contaminated by feeding
in waters polluted by farm fecal runoff [11]. Similarly, unpasteurized milk and untreated water
may contain C. jejuni bacteria due to fecal contamination from domesticated or wild animals.
Infection can also be acquired by direct contact with infected animals in either specialized
occupations or by contact with pets such as cats and dogs. Figure 9 shows the full ecological
cycle of the C. jejuni bacteria [10,12].
In underdeveloped countries, where water treatment and living conditions are often poor,
infection is commonly waterborne or due to unsanitary conditions such as farm animals living in
close proximity to humans [8,13]. Campylobacteriosis is also one of the common causes of
traveler’s diarrhea; 5-10% of infections in US and UK were acquired abroad and in Scandinavia
this number is as high 50% [10].
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Figure 9: The full cycle of C. jejuni in the environment and the human body

Due to its very particular growth conditions C.jejuni does not grow or survive well
outside its host and is not likely to grow on food-processing surfaces or prepared food. For the
infection to occur C. jejuni must be immediately ingested and first survive acidic conditions
within the stomach and colonize in jejunum and ileum. As with other gut infections low gastric
acidity facilitates infection. Colonization also depends on bacterial motility and ability to attach
to the surface of mucosal cell walls. Certain properties of C. jejuni bacteria such as presence of
unipolar or bipolar flagella and spiral shape allows it to move easily though the viscous mucus of
the gut [14]. It then permeates the stomach acid barrier, enters intestines of the host and
colonizes the distalileum and the colon. C. jejuni adheres to the intestinal cell surface and
disturbs the normal intestinal absorptive functions. Epithelial cells are damaged and as a result an
inflammatory response is initiated [15].
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Campylobacteriosis onset is typically abrupt, beginning with abdominal cramping
followed by diarrhea. Approximately 20-30% of patients experience other early symptoms such
as fever, headache, rigors, dizziness and myalgia. The fever may be sufficiently high to cause
convulsions in children and delirium in adults. The presence on these early symptoms tends to
indicate a more severe form of the illness. Diarrheal symptoms are commonly profuse and
prostrating, one fourth of patients have noted the appearance of bloody diarrhea after 1 or 2 days.
This is an indication that the infection progressed to the colon and rectum of the patient. After a
variable period of 3-4 days the condition tends to improve and diarrheal symptoms subside
although abdominal pain may persist for several more days, a weight loss of up to 5kg is
common. Relapses have been noted in 15-25% of reported cases [14].
Clinically speaking campylobacteriosis is very similar to other intestinal infections but
certain symptoms are characteristic. A particular feature of this illness is abdominal pain, often
continuous and severe enough as to be mistaken for acute appendicitis. Fever prior to diarrhea
and prostration are also indicative of Campylobacteriosis although a definitive diagnosis can
only be made though analytical detection of C. jejuni in the feces of the patient [14].
1.2.1.1

Post-infection sequelae
On its own campylobacteriosis is a debilitating but self-limiting and non-life threatening

illness. The symptoms usually persist anywhere from two to seven days. However, C. jejuni
infections are linked to several serious post-infection sequelae such as Guillain-Barré syndrome,
reactive arthritis and inflammatory bowel syndrome.
Reactive arthritis sometimes occurs after the recovery from campylobacteriosis, typically
after an interval of 14 days. The main symptom is often migratory pain and swelling of joints
such as ankles, knees, wrists and small joints in hand and feet. Pain and discomfort associated
with reactive arthritis can be discomforting enough to be incapacitating but a full recovery is
expected, typically after several weeks or months. A patient may also experience diarrheal
complications after acute symptoms of the infection subside. These typically include bloating,
abdominal pain, frequent diarrhea or constipation at odd times and seemingly without cause.
Studies which followed patients with acute bacterial gastroenteritis showed a 4-31% incidence of
post-infectious irritable bowel syndrome [14].
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Currently Guillain-Barré syndrome is the most common form of acute neuromuscular
paralysis in countries where polio has been eradicated. It is an uncommon condition but it can
cause severe and occasionally fatal paralysis. Mortality rates for Guillain-Barré syndrome are at
5-10%, a further 20% of patients retain severe functional deficiencies after recovery. Two thirds
of patients diagnosed with Guillain-Barré syndrome had previous infectious gastrointestinal
illnesses from which they usually successfully recovered. Several weeks later patient typically
notes loss of strength in hands and feet and numbness of the limbs. This sensation spreads during
a period of several weeks, days or even hours and may lead to paralysis of limbs, trunk, ocular,
facial, pharyngeal and tongue musculature. Respiratory muscles often are affected and one third
of all patients must be put on ventilation. Fatalities usually result from respiratory complications.
Additional symptoms include severe pain, diminished sensitivity, autonomic dysfunction and
absent or poor tendon reflexes. Recovery begins in 2-4 weeks but a portion of patients do not
recover fully and remain unable to walk or require continuous artificial respiration [16].
In patients with previous bacterial infections, such as campylobacteriosis, Guillain-Barré
syndrome is a molecular mimicry mediated disease. Aspinall et al. working with several stains of
C. jejuni found that terminal regions of core oligosaccharides resemble structures of human
gangliosides such as Gm1 and GD1a [17]. While not identical, they are similar enough that a
Campylobacter infection can trigger the production of cross-reactive antibodies affecting
gangliosides present in the nervous tissue; damaging them and causing neuromuscular paralysis.
1.2.2

Bacterial cell wall structure
Cell wall is an essential part of bacteria, it ensures the cell’s existence by preventing

osmotic lysis and giving it shape. Bacteria can be divided into two major groups; gram-positive
and gram-negative, based on structural characteristics of the cell wall. Gram-positive cells have a
thick membrane consisting of a thick peptidoglycan layer. Gram-negative cell walls have a more
complex, multi-layer structure. Schematic diagram showing differences between gram-negative
and gram-positive cell walls can be seen in Figure 10 [9]. Campylobacter jejuni bacteria are
gram-negative, they have a relatively small layer of peptidoglycan. The majority of cell wall is
comprised of outer membrane which contains phospholipids, proteins and a variety of surface
polysaccharide chains.
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Figure 10: A schematic diagram of cell wall structure in Gram-negative and Gram-negative bacteria

1.2.2.1

Lipo-polysaccharides (LPS) and Lipo-oligosaccharide (LOS)
Outer membrane structure of C. jejuni bacteria are unique when compared to other

enteric pathogens. Typically in a gram-negative cell wall, lipids and polysaccharides are linked
to form lengthy lipopolysaccharides (LPSs). LPSs are comprised of a lipid A portion (which
anchors to the cell wall’s outer membrane) covalently linked to the core polysaccharide section
and further connected with to an O-specific polysaccharide chain, also called the O-antigen
chain. It is comprised of monosaccharides connected by glycosidic bonds into repeating and
occasionally branched sequences, see Figure 11 for an example [8,12].

Figure 11: LPS schematic structure of a Salmonella species [9]. Note: lipid A and core sections typically stay same
or similar while O-specific polysaccharide structures vary from species to species.

Lipid A linked to a core polysaccharide, without an O-specific chain, is a
lipooligosaccharide (LOS) [8]. It was believed for a time that C. jejuni strains produce both LOS
and LPS. In 2000, Karlyshev et al. established that instead of LPS, bacteria contain CPS; a
capsule polysaccharide layer linked to outer membrane through covalent attachment to
phospholipids or lipid A molecules [13, 18].
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1.2.2.2

Capsular polysaccharide (CPS)
Capsule polysaccharides are primarily found on surface of gram-negative cells. As they

are located on the outer membrane they are hydrated (>95% water) and highly soluble. A CPS is
comprised of monosaccharides arranged in repeat and possibly branched units joined by
glycosidic bonds [18]. CPSs greatly vary in structural composition as different types of
monosaccharides may be linked in a multitude of sequences and with different linkages. Nonsugar moieties, both organic and inorganic, may or may not be present. In C. jejuni CPSs the
presence of phosphoramidate linkers or sugar molecule modifications is common [8]. Figure 12
shows a diagram of C. jejuni gram-negative cell wall containing a CPS and LOS. CPS serves a
number of functions: it hydrates the bacterial surface, protects it from desiccation and enables
adherence between bacteria leading to the production of biofilm [18].

Figure 12: Schematic diagram of a gram-negative bacteria (such as C. jejuni) cell wall
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C. jejuni bacterium is capable of phase variation; a switch or strand mispairing during
replication in a characteristic expression of a prominent immune system target [3,8]. The
extensive variations of CPS structure are thought to have a role in the bacterial evasion of the
host immune response. CPS expression is capable of both on and off phase variation and
modulation of its structure. This ability may be advantageous to bacteria at some points but not
at others suggesting a role in virulence [8]. Due to its position, CPS mediates interactions
between bacteria and its surrounding environment. In general C. jejuni CPS is important for
serum resistance, adherence and invasion of epithelial cells [13].
1.2.3

Campylobacter jejuni serotyping
In 1980 Penner et.al introduced a system for serotyping C. jejuni strains. Original

serotyping scheme was based on the presence of heat stable (HS) antigens that were thought to
be part of the LPS layer. Further investigation concluded that the basis of Penner serotyping are
the differences in structure of the capsular polysaccharide layer, not the O-antigen chain or any
part of LOS [4]. The inherent variety of the C. jejuni CPS structure permits the existence of
many serotypes. Currently there are 47 recognized serotypes however due to CPS structure
similarities between certain ones this number can be refined to 35 serotypes, due to crossreaction between serotype pairs or groups [19].
1.2.3.1

Global distribution of C. jejuni
Determining the incidence rates for campylobacteriosis globally is challenging and

cannot be done precisely. As the symptoms for this and other bacterial gut infections are similar
exact diagnosis can only be made by isolating the causative organism in a laboratory. However
results are only available for a small portion of all suspected infections, many clinical
laboratories do not routinely culture for Campylobacter species except in an outbreak scenario or
for an unusual isolate [7].
Clinical analysis is only possible if a patient underwent hospitalization but a large portion
of campylobacteriosis patients do not consult a physician preferring to convalesce at home.
Additionally, laboratory analysis is primarily available in developed countries in such regions as
North America, Europe, Scandinavia and Oceania.
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A resent review by Pike et al. analyzed campylobacteriosis studies published between
1982 and 2011 and found no studies with reported data from South America, few from Asia and
Africa although in all these regions enteric infections contribute significantly to morbidity and
mortality. By using estimations from 59 published studies of more than 29,000 sporadic cases it
was determined that eight serotypes account for over half of all global cases and three of the
serotypes (HS4 complex, HS2 and HS1/44) are consistently present across all geographic regions
[19]. Figure 13 below illustrates C. jejuni serotype distribution in developed and underdeveloped
countries [8].

Eight most dominant global C. jejuni serotypes
(2% or greater occurance worldwide)
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Figure 13: Graph displaying the eight most common C. jejuni serotypes for possible development of a multivalent
glycoconjugate vaccine.

Estimated C. jejuni infection rates in USA are approximately 960 to 1080 per 100,000
people, approximately 2,160,000 to 2,430,000 infections per year; this amounts to 1% of the
country’s population. This estimate is close to the 1.1% annual incidence of Campylobacter
related infections in the population of Great Britan. These infections are also common in other
developed countries such as Netherlands, France, Sweden, Australia and Canada; typically 415% of diarrheal stool cultures yield Campylobacter organisms [7].
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The epidemiology of Campylobacter related infections in underdeveloped countries
differs substantially from those of developed countries. Living conditions, climate, population
density and many other factors produce substantial differences in disease patterns. For example,
in countries such as USA and Great Britain the annual incidence of campylobacteriosis in
children aged 1 to 4 is approximately 300/100,000. In countries such as Mexico and Thailand
rates for children younger than 5 years old are 40,000/100,000 [20].
Additionally, it was also first noted in Thailand as early as 1987 that Campylobacter
strains show resistance to antibiotics such as erythromycin and tetracycline [20]. This
observation was later confirmed in other locations around the globe. Under natural conditions
immunity was noted in underdeveloped countries where, due to a generally lower quality of life,
repeated infections are common at an early age. While high in children, the campylobacteriosis
rates tend to decline at the onset of adulthood. The symptoms also tend to diminish in their
severity; for example, fewer or milder cases of diarrhea are reported as well as a shorter duration
of illness and period of convalescence [11].
1.2.3.2

Previous C. jejuni characterizations
In the past 30 years there has been a lot of interest in Campylobacter gastrointestinal

infections. Many C. jejuni serotypes have been detected and isolated by analysis of the patient
stool samples. Using various laboratory methods the CPS and LOS are separated and their
carbohydrate composition and structure are fully characterized. Much work in this field has been
conducted by the Monteiro group of University of Guelph. Table 1, on the next page,
summarizes all C. jejuni serotypes the CPS structures of which are currently known.
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Table 1: Full summary of all characterized serotype CPS structures.
Serotype
Structure
HS:1

→4)-α-D-Gal-(1→2)-(R)-Gro-(1-P→
Branches at C2 and C3 of Gal to β-D-fructofuranoses
substituted at C3 with MeOPN

HS:2
HS:3

→2)-β-D-Ribf-(1→5)-β-D-GalfNAc-(1→4)-α-D-GlcpA6(NGro)-(1→
↑3
6-O-Me-D-α-L-glcHepp-(1→
→3)-L-α-D-ido-Hep-(1→4)-α-D-Gal-(1→
(3-hydroxypropanoyl) esters present as residues
not covalently linked to main structure

HS:4

→3)-6d-D-β-ido-Hep-(1→4)- β-D-GlcNAc-(1→
With a small number of 6d-ido-Hep units carrying
MeOPN groups at O2 and O7

HS:6

HS:10

→3)-β-D-Glc-(1→2)-α-D-GlcA-(1→3)-α-D-Man-(1→3)-α-D-Glc-(1→
↑3
↑6
OAc (30%)
OAc (20%)
→3)-β-D-GlcNAc-(1→6)-α-D-Glc-(1→4)-α-D-Gal-(1→
↑3
β-D- GlcNAc-(1
→3-β-GalpNAc-1→
↑4
6d- α-gal-Hep
↑3
MeOPN±
Where ± = non-stoichiometric presence of MeOPN

HS:15

→3)-α-L-Araf-(1→3)-6d-L-α-gulo-Hepp(1→

HS:19

→4)-β-D-GlcA-(1→3)-α-D-GlcNAc(→

HS:23/36

HS:41

HS:53

four closely-related polysaccharides:
→3)-β-D-GlcNAc-(1→ 3)-α-D-Gal-(1→ 2)-6d-α-D-alt-Hep-(1→
→3)-β-D-GlcNAc-(1→ 3)-α-D-Gal-(1→ 2)-6d-3-Me-α-D-alt-Hep-(1→
→3)-β-D-GlcNAc-(1→ 3)-α-D-Gal-(1→ 2)-D-glycero-α-D-alt-Hep-(1→
→3)-β-D-GlcNAc-(1→ 3)-α-D-Gal-(1→ 2)-3-Me-D-glycero-α-D-alt-Hep-(1→
→2)-β-1-Araf-(1→2)-β-D-6d-altHepf-(1→2)- β-1-6d-altf-(1→
(75%)
→2)-β-1-Araf-(1→2)-β-D-6d-altHepf-(1→2)- α-D-Fucf-(1→
(25%)
α-Xlu-(2→2)
↑1
→P-3)-β-Sug-(1→3)-α-Sug-(1→3)-α-Sug-(1→
Where: Xlu=D-threo-pent-2-ulofuranose (Xylulose)
Sug=6-deoxy-D-manno-heptopyranose
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1.3

Introduction to vaccinology
It is believed that as early as 200 B.C. in China and India there was some rudimentary

awareness of immunology and crude forms of inoculations existed since antiquity, however the
modern history of vaccinology begins with Edward Jenner, who in 1796 discovered that by
introducing cowpox virus to the body, a smallpox infection can be prevented. Since then great
strides have been made in the field, including the development of vaccines for diphtheria and
poliomyelitis; great plagues of their time [21].
Vaccines induce an immunogenic response in the host body by introducing foreign
antigens which stimulate the production of B cell protective antibodies and T cell immunity.
Vaccines can use as their antigen base microorganisms which have been killed or weakened
(attenuated), as well as subcellular segments, inactivated toxins or immunologically active
surface markers extracted from the microorganism [22].
1.3.1

Carbohydrate vaccines
Carbohydrate vaccinology has been developed in the early 20th century. Due to their

position on the surface of the cell polysaccharides were early on determined to be antigenic and
thus immunologically important. Initially, lone bacterial polysaccharides were used in
development and production of vaccines against Streptococcus pneumoniae, Neisseria
meningitidis and Haemophilus influenzae type b. However, after some time it was discovered
that such vaccines are flawed as they are not effective in infants and young children; age groups
particularly susceptible to infections [23].
In 1930s, Avery and Goebel first developed a conjugate: S. pneumoniae type 3
polysaccharide was linked with horse serum albumin. This conjugate induced, previously
unresponsive to pure polysaccharides, specific antibodies in rabbits. In 1980s the first conjugate
vaccine for human use was developed against H. influenzae type b, its success and subsequent
licensing and distribution in the 1990s led to the rapid development of other conjugate vaccines
against prevalent infectious diseases such as N. menigitidis, S. pneumoniae, group B
Streptococcus and S. typhi, while many more in process of being developed [23].
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CPS alone poorly induces immunological response because polysaccharides are
hydrophilic and cannot enter the class II major histocompatibility complex (MCH II); a cell
surface molecule which accepts and regulates interactions with immune cells. CPS conjugated to
a carrier protein induces the production of antibodies. The generally accepted theory is that
conjugated CPS binds to B cells when introduced to the host. The carrier protein produces a
peptide epitope which, when presented by MHC II, can be recognized by a peptide-specific
immune T cell. The epitopes which engage the T cell receptor trigger cytokines which help the B
cells proliferate; producing necessary antibodies (see Figure 14a). The process of affinity
maturation starts and immunological memory is established. This is not the only proposed
mechanism; recent work by Avci et al. suggests that the epitope recognized by the T cell
receptor is provided by the sugar, not the peptide (see Figure 14b) [24].

Figure 14: Two proposed models of antigen processing and presentation of conjugate vaccine to the T cell to illicit
a helter T cell response.

Vaccine immunogenicity largely depends on carrier proteins and polysaccharide
segments selected. Conjugation method must be simple, efficient and result in minimal alteration
of CPS components [23]. There are numerous advantages to glycoconjugate vaccines: the
antigenic polymers are easily extracted and purified from bacterial cultures, polysaccharide
characterization is typically affordable and non-toxic. Saccharide chains are amenable to
chemical modifications and can be analyzed with little to no preparation by using various
analytical methods. [25]
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1.3.2

CPS-based glycoconjugate vaccine against C. jejuni infectious diseases
Current concerns with food safety, risk of serious and at times incurable or even deadly

post-infectious sequelae, high illness rates in underdeveloped countries and especially the
recently noted resistance to antibiotics during the typical treatment of campylobacteriosis, all
contribute to the need to develop a vaccine. In 2008 Monteiro et al. synthesized a CPS conjugate
vaccine against the C. jejuni based on capsule polysaccharide units of two well-known and
characterized serotypes HS:23/36 (strain 81-176) and HS:4 (strain CG8486). Diphtheria toxin
mutant CRM197 was used as a carried protein. It is an approved carrier for licensed
pneumococcal clinical trials and can be purchased from Sigma Aldrich.
CPS is activated by oxidation of the non-reducing end of the sugar. In this case it was
achieved with a periodate oxidation reaction using NaIO4 in a sodium acetate buffer. Activated
CPS was then bonded to a protein carrier by reductive amination. CRM197 was solubilised in a
borate buffer at a 2:1 ratio, based on molecular weight, and sodium cyanoborohydride was added
to the reaction. Figure 15 below shows the conjugation scheme for CRM197-CPS8486 conjugate
vaccine of serotype HS:4.

Figure 15: Conjugation scheme for addition CPS197 to C. jejuni CPS8486 serotype HS:4
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This synthesized prototype vaccine was tested on 6 to 8 weeks old female BALB/c mice
and Aotus nancymaae monkeys. In a series of immunological tests the vaccine proved to be
immunogenic in mice; animals immunized with 25µg of conjugate vaccine showed a
significantly lower degree of illness symptoms when compared to the control animals. Further
testing on a different animal model was necessary as mice cannot experience diarrheal symptoms
and were evaluated on other criteria such as IgM and IgG levels as well as visual appearances
such as ruffled fur and hunched back. In New World A. nancymaae monkeys the conjugate
vaccines proved to be 100% effective in preventing diarrheal campylobacteriosis symptoms. A
clear dose related response in serum IgM and IgG titres following vaccination was noted with the
immunized 25µg group being significantly higher in IgG levels than the control groups [26].
1.3.2.1

Importance of CPS characterization in glycoconjugate vaccine development
Development of a carbohydrate based glycoconjugate vaccine largely depends on

understanding the structural characteristics of the capsular polysaccharide onto which the carrier
protein is to be attached. The knowledge of monosaccharide composition, linkage and
modification of CPS makes the conjugation process far easier. A number of oxidation and
conjugation methods exist, which can be used to link the carrier protein to capsule
polysaccharide chain.
Additionally, the full characterization of CPS is important because only the initial
conjugation is done with CPS extracted from lab grown bacterial sample cells. The use of this
method in mass production of vaccine is expensive but produces a small yield. Typically,
following CPS characterization and successful conjugation to CRM197 it is common practice to
synthesize one or several capsule polysaccharide units for use in preparation of conjugate
vaccines at a large scale. To accomplish this, a detailed knowledge of the polysaccharide
structure is necessary.
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CHAPTER 2: Scope of Study
2.1

Aim of Study
The aim of my research is twofold. The first and primary goal is to characterize the

structure of the C. jejuni serotype HS:5 CPS, strain CPPG 3409. This includes detailed
knowledge of the individual monosaccharides in the polysaccharide chain as well as their
sequence. Linkage analysis must be carried out to know how the monosaccharides are linked
together to form chains. The presence of any non-sugar moieties must be confirmed and such
moieties must also be identified. Structural details such as the anomeric configuration must also
be known.
Knowledge of structural details is necessary for better understanding of CPS at the
bacterial cell wall of C. jejuni and for preparation of a CPS-based glycoconjugate vaccine, which
is the second goal of this project. The main objective of my research is to develop a successful
conjugation of a well characterized CPS to an appropriate and approved carrier protein such as
CRM197, which could be used for production of an anti-Campylobacter jejuni glycoconjugate
vaccine. To confirm the effectiveness of glycoconjugation gel electrophoresis experimentation
was employed.
2.2

Analytical techniques needed for CPS structure characterization
Determining structural characterization of CPS involves several analytical techniques;

each one is used to determine a particular structural aspect of the polysaccharide chain structure.
Such techniques include nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) technology, gas chromatography
(GC) and gas chromatography-mass spectroscopy (GC-MS). For many techniques CPS must
undergo certain chemical reactions and sample preparation steps to ensure a more efficient and
effective analytical testing. The data from all analytical techniques is then combined and
analyzed as a whole so that the full structure of the capsular polysaccharide can be elucidated.
The pure CPS sample is then conjugated to a carrier protein. The effectiveness of this chemical
reaction is tested by several analytical techniques including SDS-PAGE gels, GC-MS and
immunoblotting.
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CHAPTER 3: Materials and Methods
3.1

Structural Analysis of C. jejuni CPS
The bacterial samples are obtained as impure, frozen cell mass. Prior to analytical

analysis, CPS and LOS must be extracted from the cell mass and purified using a variety of
methods. When this was accomplished, a number of analytical methods were employed to
characterize and determine saccharide composition and structural aspects of the surface bacterial
saccharides, particularly the capsular polysaccharide chain.
For analytical methods such as GC-MS and NMR to be successful, polysaccharide
samples must first undergo sample preparation. These procedures often modify sample
compounds to allow them to be successfully analyzed and provide more accurate results.
3.1.1

Bacterial Growth
For initial research and structural characterization purposes the CPS and LOS are

extracted from inactive bacterial cells. The C. jejuni serotype HS:5 (strain CPPG 3409) cells are
grown in a brain heart infusion medium at 37°C under microaerophilic conditions. This is
performed outside of the University of Guelph, in the laboratory of Dr. Patricia Guerry in the
Enteric Disease Department of the U.S. Navy Research and Development team. The frozen cell
mass is shipped to the Monteiro group for analysis. The weight of crude bacterial cell mass on is
typically around 30g.
3.1.2

Extraction and Purification
To extract crude CPS, the obtained cell mass is lyophilized to dryness using Labconco

freeze-dry system, then mixed with deionized water and phenol (C6H6OH) in a volume ratio of
60:40, in a 500ml round bottom flask. This flask is placed into a water bath at 70°C and the
mixture is continually stirred for 7h. Following this, the extraction mixture in the round bottom
flask is placed in an ice bath overnight.
The rapid temperature change encourages phase separation; the phenol settles to the
bottom and this layer primarily contains lipids and proteins. The aqueous solution becomes the
top layer, it contains the CPS, LOS and nucleic acid fragments. The top layer is collected and
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dialyzed under running water for several days. SpectraPor porous membrane bags with
molecular weight cut off at 1000 Da are used. The dialysis process rids the sample of smaller
contaminant molecules such as phenol while retaining larger polysaccharide chains. To ensure
the maximum recovery of the polysaccharide sample the water/phenol extraction is repeated
several times with the addition of the water each time.
The dialyzed aqueous layer is lyophilized, re-dissolved in deionized water and ultracentrifuged in a Beckman J2-MC machine at 15 000 rpm for 6 hours at 4°C. The ultracentrifugation produces two layers. Lipo-oligosaccharides contain fatty acids and are insoluble,
during centrifugation they collect into a pellet at the bottom of the tube. Capsule polysaccharides
are water soluble and remain in the supernatant. The solid crude CPS material can be obtained by
freezing and following lyophilization.
Crude supernatant CPS is further purified by size-exclusion column chromatography. The
gel filtration is achieved with commercial gels such as Bio-Gel P2 (Bio-Rad, polyacrylamide
beads; <45 µm wet bead size, 100–1800 Da fractionation range) and G-50 (Sephadex, dextran
cross-linked with epichlorohydrin; 1.5- 30 kDa fractionation range). The gel acts as stationary
phase in a 1m long glass column with distilled water acting as the eluting solvent. Following the
loading of column with the sample, the elution run produces a multitude of aqueous fractions
which are collected, frozen and lyophilized. Capsule polysaccharide chains have substantial
molecular weight; they do not penetrate the pores of the gel filtration beads and tend to elute first
following any void volume. All fractions are analytically tested by techniques such as NMR and
GC to confirm the presence of pure CPS. Fractions containing CPS are used for further structural
characterization.
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3.1.3

Monosaccharide Composition Analysis
The monosaccharide composition analysis was carried out using the alditol acetate

method [27]. A sample, such as CPS, weighing between 0.5mg and 1.0mg was dissolved in 1ml
of 4M trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) and kept heated at 105°C for 5h. The saccharide chain becomes
unstable when heated to high temperatures in acid and glycosyl hydrolysis occurs as a result; the
links of the polysaccharide chain break and individual monosaccharide constituents are released.
The hydrolyzed CPS was dried to completion under air at 40°C; dry sample was redissolved in 1.5ml of water and reduced by addition of sodium borodeuteride (NaBD4). The
resulting mix was tightly sealed and left at room temperature overnight. Reduction induced the
formation of alditols from open ring aldoses. The use of a deuterated compound is intentional as
the presence of a deuterium atom on one end of the alditol allows for distinction between the two
ends of the carbon chain; this becomes important during later analysis by GC-MS.
The reduction process was stopped by the addition of several drops of acetic acid
(AcOH). This catalyzed the formation of volatile trimethyl borate which inhibited further
acetylation. The experiment mixture was dried to completion at 40°C and the dry sample was
dissolved in a mixed solution of 95% methanol (MeOH) and 5% acetic acid (AcOH) and
evaporated, this step was repeated three times with the last evaporation carried to completion.
The addition of the methanol/acetic acid mix removes the borate from the solution.
The acetylation step was achieved with the addition of 2ml of acetic anhydride
[(CH3CO)2O], the solution was then heated at 105°C for 90 mins. The sample was again dried to
completion and the acetylated saccharide fragments were extracted using dichloromethane
(CH2Cl2) and a small sodium sulfate column. The acetylated sample dissolved in
dichloromethane was easily recovered by evaporation for analysis by the GC or GC-MS. As
carbohydrates are not naturally volatile the acetylation was necessary; it enabled the individual
monosaccharides to be processed by the chromatography equipment. Figure 16 contains the
alditol acetate treatment scheme as well as a sample of acetylated sugar fragmentation. GC
elution/retention times are used to identify the individual sugars, the characterization is further
confirmed by analysis of the GC-MS fragmentation patterns.
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Figure 16: Steps of the alditol acetylation treatment necessary for monosaccharide composition analysis using GC
or GC-MS. Also, an example of GC-MS fragmentation diagram.
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3.1.4

Monosaccharide Linkage Analysis
The monosaccharide linkage analysis was carried out by the partially methylated alditol

acetate method [27]. The sample such as CPS, weighting approximately 1.0mg, was dissolved in
2.0ml of a dipolar aprotic solvent such as dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and left stirring overnight.
The next day a scoop of dry sodium hydroxide was added and the solution was mixed for 5-10
mins. The addition of NaOH leads to the formation of aloxide ions which are good nucleophiles
and this reaction ensure efficient methylation during the next step; the addition of 2ml of methyl
iodide (CH3I) followed by 3h of continuous stirring. A color change from clear to opaque white
was typically seen at this stage. The methylated polysaccharides were extracted from the mixture
using a centrifuge with water and dichloromethane (CH2Cl2). The polysaccharides remain
dissolved in dichloromethane; several washes with water were conducted to ensure that the
maximum amount of sample was collected. The CH2Cl2 layer was dried to completion by
evaporation at 40°C.
The permethylated intact polysaccharide chains were then subjected to the alditol acetate
method identical to the one used for composition analysis and outlined above. Hydrolysis with
acid fragmented the chain into individual monosaccharides and, this was followed by reduction
and acetylation. However, the initial methylation of all available hydroxyl groups ensures that
only the previously unavailable linkage sites are acetylated.
There are two types of linkages; inter-sugar and intra-sugar. A typical monosaccharide
has only one intra linkage; it links two carbons of the same sugar through an oxygen to make a
carbohydrate ring. In a pyranose ring the hydrolysis breaks the bond between O5 and C1, as such
the C5 will be invariably acetylated, as will the C4 in a furanose molecule. Since there is
commonly a inter sugar glycosidic bond at the anomeric carbon, C1 is also typically acetylated.
Unless the saccharide is terminal there are typically a number of other inter sugar linkages all of
which can be identified by their acetylation. Figure 17 shows permethylated alditol acetate
scheme and a sample of pyranose fragmentation in which the linkages to other carbohydrates are
at C1 and C4.
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Figure 17: Steps of the permethylated alditol acetylation treatment nessessary for monosaccharide linkage analysis using GC or GC-MS. Also, an example of
GC-MS fragmentation digram.
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3.1.5

GC and GC-MS Analysis
Gas chromatography (GC) methods used for composition analysis and linkage analysis

were carried out on a Varian 3400 instrument with a 30m by 0.25mm DB-17 fused silica column
(film thickness of 0.15μm). The average volume of sample (or standard) injected for analysis
was ~1 μL in spit mode. Helium was used as a carrier gas which transported monosaccharide
analytes through the separation column. Upon exiting from the column the eluting samples are
burned to produce ions by air-hydrogen flame which are analyzed by the flame ionization
detector (FID). Retention times and corresponding peaks were recorded and processed into
graphs by the PeakSimple chromatography software.
To determine the identity of the peaks at specific retention times our lab has a library of
most common sugar isomers encountered in carbohydrate chemistry. This library includes such
monosaccharides as ribose, mannose, glucose, galactose, N-acetyl-glucosamine and N-acetylgalactosamine. In general CPS components and linkages are indentified by their retention times
but GC-MS fragmentations are used to confirm the characterization.
Gas chromatography mass spectrometry (GC-MS) was carried out on a Thermo Finigan
Polaris Q GC-MS with 70eV electron impact (EI) ionization mode and equipped with a
quadrupole ion trap mass analyzer. The injected sample is brought to temperatures high enough
to produce a molecular vapor and then bombarded by a beam of energetic electronics; this
collision produces singly charged positive ions. These ions are propelled through to the
quadrupole ion trap analyzer which has the capability to store ions and eject them selectively
based on their mass [28].
The mass spectroscopy capabilities of this instrument allow for isolation and closer
analysis of ions of a specific peak. As the polysaccharide derivatives are exiting the column, one
by one they are fragmented by the beam of electrons. The resulting primary and secondary mass
spectral fragmentation produces a fingerprint which can be recorded and analyzed. Primary
fragments seen in both composition and linkage analysis data, occur due to breaking of carboncarbon acetylated alditol or partially methylated alditol bonds. Figure 18 shows possible ions
fragments resulting from cleavage of the saccharide carbon chains in the GC-MS
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Figure 18: Common primary fragments arising from cleavage of two carbons in GC-MS data, (a) acetylated
carbons common to samples used for composition analysis, (b) and (c) partially methylated carbons common to
samples used for linkages analysis.

In composition analysis, because alditol acetylation method is used, the only
fragmentation option possible is (a), however in linkage analysis which employs the partially
methylated alditol acetylation method all three fragmentation schemes seen in Figure 18 are
possible and some are more preferential to others. Generally there is a preference for formation
of ions of low molecular weight. In a partially methylated sample bond cleavage is more likely to
occur between two methoxy bearing carbons as depicted in (c), provided there is little difference
between the R and R’ groups there is no marked preference for the formation of the two methoxy
containing cations. Cleavage between a methoxy and acetoxyl bearing carbons as depicted in (b)
is less favored and in case of such a split there is a marked preference for the methoxyl moiety
carry a positive charge as it carries strong electron donation properties improve the stability of
the ion. In partially methylated samples it is rare for the carbon chain to break between two
acetoxyl containing carbons or near a deoxy carbon [29].
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In a GC-MS under the impact of electrons at 70eV, a sample alditol chain may fragment
and produce up to five detectable primary ions which contain either acetoxyl or both acetoxyl
and methoxyl groups depending on method of analysis employed. Additional cleavage of bonds
and loss of groups in various ways produces secondary fragmentation ions. Figure 19 below
shows some typical examples of secondary fragmentation.

Figure 19: Common secondary fragmentation of primary fragment ions. (a) Loss of acetic acid or methanol and
ketene from β-carbon acetylated ion, (b) loss of acetic acid and methanal from α-carbon acetylated ion.

The loss of an acetic group [(-HOAc), m/z=60] or a methanol group [(-MeOH), m/z=32]
is common and occurs principally from the β carbon to the positively charged carbonium ion. If
the β carbon is methoxylated the loss of an acetic acid only can occur from the α carbon. Loss of
methanol is often followed by loss of a ketene group [(-CH2CO), m/z=42] by a cyclic transition.
Cleavage of methanal [(-HCHO), m/z=30] is also possible in some cases [27, 29].
The structural symmetry of many acetylated and partially methylated sugars in openchain form limits our ability to interpret the mass spectral data. As a solution, deuterium is
introduced to C1 of all polysaccharide samples to make the spectra of primary fragment ion
comprehensible.
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3.1.6

ESI FAIMS MS
Use of GC and GC-MS for carbohydrate analysis is well established and highly useful for

polysaccharide characterization, however it does have certain limitations. The successful
identification of monosaccharides and other moieties present in the sample is dependent on an
existing library retention times. If a certain, previously unseen compound is present a lack of
reference standard makes identification difficult. In such instances other mass spectroscopy
methods should be employed.
An unknown modification present in C. jejuni serotype HS:5, strain CP-PG 3409 was
analyzed using the high-Field Asymmetric Waveform Ion Mobility Spectrometry (FAIMS)
technique. The instrument employs ultra performance liquid chromatography system to provide a
steady flow rate of sample to the nanospray ionization source used to achieve and maintain a low
flow rate (both parts are manufactured by Waters). This ionization method is also a “soft”
ionization process which produces less fragmentation and minimally damages the sample
compound. Ionalytics Selectra FAIMS analyzer with a cylindrical geometry is used followed by
a QTOF micro; a quadrupole time of flight mass spectrometer, both instruments were also made
by Waters. QTOF spectrometer is capable of product ion scan; polysaccharide sample ions are
transported to the mass analyser producing a full ion chromatogram containing the mass of all
ions present. It is possible to select parent ions of interest with a particular m/z to enter the
collision cell where they collide with an inert gas to create further “daughter” ions. This allows
the selection, analysis and characterization of unknown sugars and sugar modification moieties
not identifiable by previously discussed GC and GC-MS techniques. Fragmentation of selected
ions of a certain m/z can be used to piece together the structure of the unknown CPS elements
without the use of a standard, although a comparison to an existing standard is still done to
confirm the identification.
The use of this analytical instrument was kindly provided by Dr. Gabryelski, sample
processing was performed by MSc. student Dorothy Man. Both the acetylated monosaccharide
composition analysis samples and the partially methylated monosaccharide linkage analysis
samples as well as untreated CPS sample and pure monosaccharides standards (for reference
purposes) were run on the ESI FAIMS QTOF MS instrument.
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3.1.7

NMR analysis
A variety of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) instruments were available in the

University of Guelph NMR center. 1H NMR and 31P NMR analysis of all CPS related data was
performed by a Bruker AMX 400 MHz spectrometer. More elaborate 1D techniques such as
nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy (NOESY) or total correlation spectroscopy (TOCSY) as
well as two dimensional NMR techniques such as correlation spectroscopy (COSY),
heteronuclear single-quantum correlation spectroscopy (HSQC), and heteronuclear multiplebond correlation spectroscopy (HMBS) were performed using a Bruker AMX 600 MHz
instrument equipped with a cryoprobe. Data was processed using Bruker TopSpin 3.1 software.
Sample preparation involved deuterium (D2O) exchange; to approximately 1mg of CPS
several drops of D2O was added, just enough to dissolve the solid powder. The liquid was then
frozen and lyophilized to dryness; this step was repeated three times. The repeating introduction
to D2O causes certain hydrogen molecules to exchange for deuterium molecules. Acids, phenol,
alcohol and amine compounds readily exchange (other structurally important compounds are not
affected as they requite a catalyst), this substitution eliminates a fraction of signals in the H1
NMR spectra but does not suppress any information necessary for characterization [30]. The
D2O exchange is especially useful with the NMR spectrum of is particularly complex and
overlapping such as with complex polysaccharide structures. When the exchange is complete the
sample is dissolved in 600 μL of D2O and is transferred into an NMR tube. All NMR
experiments are conducted at 273K, for H1 NMR deuterated trimethylsilyl propanoic acid is used
as a standard (δH 0ppm) and for P31 NMR ortho-phosphoric acid is used as a standard (δP 0ppm).
1D H1 NMR spectra of polysaccharides is too complex and overlapping, therefore not all
signals can be assigned. Nevertheless, proton spectra provides essential primary information and
serves as a starting point for further analysis. The characterization of saccharides by NMR is an
extensively studied topic and many commonly occurring chemical shifts are approximately
known, therefore it is possible to assign preliminary definitions to some peaks on the spectrum.
Identification of anomeric protons is important; they are typically located at 4.3 – 5.9ppm, with β
configuration protons at 4.4 – 4.8ppm and α configuration protons at 4.9 – 5.3ppm. Methyl
doublets of 6-deoxy sugar are at at 1.1 – 1.3ppm, methyls of acetamino groups are located
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around 2.0 – 2.2ppm, ring protons appear between 3.0 and 4.2ppm [31, 32]. 1H NMR may also
provide the first indication of the fact that the sample contains non-sugar moieties. Presence of
such groups often alters the chemical shifts of other peaks on spectra, for example if an acyl is
present it will cause a downfield shift in the H-α-resonance. 31P NMR is used to ensure purity of
CPS (LOS and contaminants often contain phosphate compounds, visible at approximately 50ppm) and detection of phosphoramidate (MeOPN) linkers often present in CPS of C. jejuni
strains with a characteristic chemical shift at 14.0 ppm [31].
A better understanding of the polysaccharide structure can be achieved using the TOCSY
and NOESY methods. It is possible to transfer spin-locked magnetization though molecular
bonds; the multiple signal transfer via J-couplings is called TOCSY mixing. Magnetization of a
select resonance, for example H1 in Figure 20, is transferred to H2. A fraction of H2
magnetization transfers to H3 by J23 and so on. In this way the magnetization diffuses though the
line of protons until a fraction of the magnetization is on most available spins in the system.
Protons nearest to the target proton typically produce the strongest signals, protons further down
give weaker peaks; in large systems some protons do not produce peaks at all. Resulting
spectrum contains only peaks from a single spin system; magnetization does not transfer over
breaks in the carbon chain, such as oxygen in an ether segment. In biological molecules such as
polysaccharides this means that each saccharide linked by glycosidic bonds is a single spin
system with its own TOCSY selective spectrum [33].

Figure 20: Transfer of TOCSY magnetization from target proton at H1 to other protons in the spin system of a
glucose molecule. The schematic is an idealistic representation; typically transfer does not extend over more than
three or four bonds.
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NOESY is a method that correlates protons which are physically close together (up to 25Å) but may or may not be connected by actual bonds. NOESY and TOCSY techniques are
similar and are often carried in tandem with one complementing the other. Primarily these
techniques provide information regarding any additional moieties linked to the sugars, the
connectivity between monosaccharides and verification of α or β conformation. For example, as
seen Figure 21, β-glucose glycosidically linked at H3 to another β-glucose. Within the same
monosaccharide molecule, if the H1 is in beta configuration there will be a peak between H1/H5
not present if the glucose was in alpha configuration. There will also be a peak between H1 of
one saccharide and H3 of another if the adjacent sugars are both axial [33].

Figure 21: Transfer of NOESY magnetization from target proton at H1 to near protons in a glucose molecule chain.
This method correlates protons which are in close proximity, even if they are not in the same system.

1D NMR techniques are helpful in proving some structural information but not enough to
provide a full structural characterization. For more detailed data, further analysis using 2D NMR
spectroscopy techniques is needed.
Correlated spectroscopy (COSY) is a commonly used 2D NMR method which correlates
one proton with another by forming single J couplings that may be germinal (two bond), vicinal
(three bond) or in some cases long range (four or five bond). These couplings produce spectra
with diagonal and cross peaks. Theoretically is possible to “walk” along the spin system by
moving from diagonal peaks to cross peaks vertically and then back to diagonal peaks
horizontally. Particularly complex samples may have too many interfering peaks or strong
signals covering smaller ones on the spectra. Two vicinal protons may also have very similar
chemical shifts, this produces cross peaks very close or even on the diagonal making them
difficult to distinguish [33].
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Inverse heteronuclear 2D NMR methods such as single-quantum correlation spectroscopy
(HSQC) and heteronuclear multiple bond correlation (HMBC) are used, particularly if previously
obtained COSY spectrum is too overlapping to be unambiguously interpreted. HSQC technique
correlated two different types of nuclei; primarily it is used to shows the connectivity between 1H
and 13C. Similarly, the HMBC technique also correlates two different nuclei but the extent of the
magnetization is much smaller (150 Hz for HSQC but 10 Hz for HMBC) because of this twoand three-bond interactions are detected but one-bond interactions are rejected. In such cases
there is less interference from strong 1H coupling signals. Other advantages include increased
sensitivity and the ability to see long range interactions between carbons and protons of a spin
system [33]. Figure 22 shows the J coupling interactions for each of the 2D NMR techniques.

Figure 22: Examples of J coupling interactions for 2D NMR techniques such as COSY, HSQC and HMBC.
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3.2

Synthesis of C. jejuni CPS Glycoconjugate Vaccines
When there is sufficient understanding of CPS structural characteristics the next step is to

select and carry out partial oxidation on a particular site of a polysaccharide chain, this is
followed by conjugation of a carrier protein. Facts such as the placement of linkage sites affect
the selection of the conjugation method used for the CPS.
3.2.1

TEMPO-mediated oxidation of CPS
Main challenge of the oxidation process is avoiding any disruption to the general

structure of the polysaccharide chain. Selective targeting of primary alcohols and their oxidation
into carboxylic acids is accomplished with (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-1-yl)oxidanyl (TEMPO)
mediated oxidation. It selectively affects any primary alcohols present in the polysaccharide
chain turning them into primary carboxylic acids.
Buffer was prepared first; 0.6 mg of TEMPO was dissolved in 15ml of water, 9mg of
Sodium Bromide (NaBr) and 1.23g of Sodium Acetate (NaOAc) were added. Mixture was
stirred until all solid dissolved. This quantity of TEMPO buffer was prepared for 60mg of
sample, for smaller samples amount of buffer was subsequently adjusted. Sample and buffer in
appropriate amounts were mixed in a small beaker, which was placed in an ice bath (at0ºC) and
kept stirring. Into the cold solution 0.375ml of sodium hypochloride (4% NaClO) was added to
achieve a pH of 10. Compound was left stirring under these conditions for 24hrs. The next day 3
drops of ethanol (CH3CH2OH) were added to quench the reaction, final solution was placed on
dialysis for 24 hrs in SpectraPor porous membrane bags with molecular weight cut off at 1000
Da. Following day solution was collected and lyophilized to obtain dry selectively oxidized CPS.
3.2.2

EDC coupling of oxidized CPS to a protein carrier
Following the oxidation the newly formed primary carboxylic acids served as an

available coupling sites for the protein carrier. The EDC/MES buffer was prepared first by
mixing 40 µL of 1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC) with 2.0mL of 0.5M
2-(N-morpholino) ethanesulfonic acid (MES, pH 5.5). Then 44µL of 5M HCl was added to
adjust pH to 5.5 level. This solution was mixed with approximately 4mg of TEMPO oxidated
CPS sample and left to stir at room temperature for 30mins. A carrier protein (such as CRM197 or
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BSA) was dissolved in 2mL of 0.5M MES buffer and mixed with EDC/MES buffer containing
CPS. Combined compound was placed in a 5mL reaction vial and left to stir at room temperature
for one day. Following this the same compound was kept stirring at 37ºC for another two days.
The conjugate was then removed from heated conditions and dialyzed against flowing water for
three days using SpectraPor porous membrane bags with molecular weight cut off at 25 000 Da.
Final compound was collected and freeze-dried to obtain sample in dry powder form. Figure 23
shows the stoichiometric oxidation of CPS at C7 of a heptose sugar and the subsequent
conjugation of a carrier protein at this site.
3.3

Immunogenisity analysis of C. jejuni CPS Glycoconjugate Vaccine
Following conjugation a number of analytical tests are conducted to determine the

effectiveness of the prepared glycoconjugate vaccine prototype. Collected 1H NMR spectra on
the sample confirms the preservation of the overall CPS structure. To confirm the formation of
an effective glycoconjugate a sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDSPAGE) is run. This technique separates samples based on their molecular weight and electric
charge. When introduced to the SDS compound the sample molecules obtain a net negative
charge and move towards the positively charged electrode though the acrylamide gel. Small
molecules migrate faster through the gel than bulkier compounds and therefore can be separated
according to size. Samples are loaded into lines or “wells” on the gel and the left-most line is
always reserved for a row of standard proteins with defined molecular masses use for referencing
molecular weight. Coomassie Brilliant Blue anionic dye is used to visualize the produced gel
bands as it non-specifically binds to all molecules. The conjugate sample also undergoes
immuneblotting to determine if an immune response is generated by the conjugated compound
towards a specific target.
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Figure 23: The scheme for controlled partial oxidation of a sample CPS with TEMPO/NaOCl followed by
conjugation to a carrier protein (such as CRM197 and BSA) with EDC/MES buffer.
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CHAPTER 4: Results and Discussion
4.1

Monosaccharide composition analysis
The purified CPS underwent alditol acetylation to determine the identity of individual

monosaccharides making up the polysaccharide chain. Identification is based on analysis of both
the GC retention time data and fragmentation patters in GC-MS data. Based on this information
it was concluded that the C. jejuni HS:5 CPS contains glucose (Glc retention time – 37.16min)
and D-glycero-D-manno heptose (DD-Hep retention time – 52.21min), both sugars are in
relatively similar proportion to one another; see Figure 24 for full chromatogram.

Figure 24: Gas Chromatogram of acetylated C. jejuni HS:5 CPS (CP-PG 3409) contains glucose and D-glycero-Dmanno-heptose as well as a peak at 36.25min which does not match any pre-existing lab data, it likely represents a
modification on one of the identified monosacharides.
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This chromatogram also shows a peak at 36.25min; this peak could not be identified from
only the existing GC and GC-MS data. Although this retention time matches certain known ones
(for example, that of mannose), the subsequent fragmentation pattern did not have similarities
with any known carbohydrate compounds. Furthermore, the existence of certain GC-MS
fragments, not seen in typical monosaccharide primary or secondary fragmentation, indicated
that the 36.25min peak represents the modification on a previously identified monosaccharide. A
combination of analytical techniques was employed to investigate the structure of this saccharide
modification. Chapter 4.5 is devoted to an in-depth summary and discussion of all analytical data
pertaining to the characterization of the saccharide modification.
The peak at 37.16 min was confirmed as glucose by the primary fragmentation peaks at
m/z 73, 145, 217, 289 and 361 which formed due to the breaking of acetoxylated carbon bonds.
As can be seen in Figure 25, these peaks are not the most abundant in the spectrum. Secondary
fragmentation produces more stable peaks, such as those at m/z 115, 139, 187 or 259. These
fragments are produced due to loss of an acetic and/or a ketene group which have a molecular
weight of m/z 60 and m/z 42 respectively. These groups cleave from the primary fragments in a
number of different permutations thus forming the remaining secondary fragments. A full
summary of all secondary fragmentation peaks and the molecular loss by which they were
generated can be seen in Table 2.
The characterization of D-glycero-D-manno-Heptose was confirmed by the primary
peaks at m/z 217, 290, 362 and 433. Strongest initial fragmentation was produced by cleavage of
C4-C5 and C5-C6 carbon bonds. Full summary of all fragmentations can be seen in Figure 26.
Once again, the most abundant peaks result from the more stable secondary fragments at m/z 140
and 260 as well as m/z 139, 169, 188 and others. Table 3 provides a summary of all significant
secondary peaks and their possible origins. Notably, although two monosaccharides can have
similar individual primary fragments (for example; both glucose and DD-heptose have a peak at
m/z 217) each compound, when introduced to the GC-MS, produces a unique combination of
primary and secondary fragment peaks. The resulting distinctive spectrum can serve as a
“fingerprint” by which a compound can always be identified provided other experimental
conditions remain the same.
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Figure 25: Mass spectra of acetylated glucose (retention time – 37.16 min) isolated by GC-MS from a CPS sample
of C.jejuni HS:5 (CP-PG 3409)

Table 2: Summary of secondary abundance peaks found in mass spectra of acetylated glucose, their originating
primary fragments and possible molecular loss which lead to peak formation (acetic acid: -60, ketene: -42)

Molecule

Glucose

Peak
97
115
157
127
187
170
199
259
139

Primary Fragmentation
217
289
290
361
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Molecule loss
-60, -60
-60, -42
-60
-60, -60, -42
-60, -42
-60, -60
-60, -60, -42
-60, -42
-60, -60, -60, -42

Figure 26: Mass spectra of acetylated D-glycero-D-manno-heptose (retention time – 52.21 min) isolated by GC-MS
from a CPS sample of C.jejuni HS:5 (CP-PG 3409)

Table 3: Summary of secondary abundance peaks found in mass spectra of acetylated D-glycero-D-manno-heptose,
their originating primary fragments and possible molecular loss which lead to peak formation
(acetic acid: -60, ketene: -42)

Molecule

D-Glycero-D-Manno-Heptose

Peak
169
86
128
188
139
98
140
200
260
331

Primary Fragmentation
Molecule loss
289
-60, -60
-60, -60, -42, -42
290
-60, -60, -42
-60, -42
361
-60, -60, -60, -42
-60, -60, -60, -42, -42
-60, -60, -60, -42
362
-60, -60, -42
-60, -42
433
-60, -42
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4.2

Monosaccharide linkage analysis
Purified CPS underwent monosaccharide linkage analysis by GC and then GC-MS. The

gas chromatogram contained six significant peaks (see Figure 27). Two are glucose linkage
peaks: a terminal Glc(1← with a retention time of 36.40 min and →4)Glc(1← with a retention
time of 41.11 min. Three peaks show linkage sites for heptose at →2)DD-Hep(1← (retention
time – 47.20min), →7)DD-Hep(1← (retention time – 49.06min) and →2,6)DD-Hep(1←
(retention time – 58.11min). Peaks for →4)Glc(1← and →2,6)DD-Hep(1← are in highest
abundance. A final high abundance peak at 35.69 min produced a fragmentation pattern with
significant similarities to the saccharide modification fragmentation produced by the GC-MS
during composition analysis. It was concluded that this peak represents the CPS modification,
possibly methylated or further fragmented.

Figure 27: Gas chromatogram of the partially methylated and alditol acetylated CPS of C. jejuni HS:5 (CP-PG
3409). Peak at 35.69min is thought to be an altered or fragmented saccharide modification
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The characterization of terminal Glc(1← linkage is confirmed by presence in the mass
spectra of primary fragmentation peaks at m/z 205 and 161 resulting from the preferred bond
cleavage between methoxylated carbons C2-C3 and C3-C4. The majority of abundant secondary
fragmentation peaks, seen in the mass spectra on Figure 28, originate from these two primary
fragments. When the m/z 205 fragment loses a methanol it produces a peak at m/z 173, from this
peak through further loss of either methanal, acetic acid or ketene respective peaks m/z 143, 113
or 131 are produced. The most abundant peak at m/z 101 is formed by loss, from a primary
fragment (at m/z 205), of a methanol, methanal and ketene. Full summary of significant
secondary peaks and the molecular loss which led to their formation can be seen in Table 4.
Notably, very few acetic acid groups are lost in the fragmentation which produces the mass
spectra, as the glucose is only acetoxylated at C1 and C5.
In a →4)Glc(1← linkage the glucose is acetoxylated at C1, C4 and C5. In the mass
spectra the key primary fragmentation peak is at m/z 233 as the bond cleavage preferentially
occurs between the only two immediately linked methoxylated carbons; C2 and C3. Other, less
abundant primary peaks are at m/z 45, 117 and 277; see Figure 29 for the full mass spectrum.
Table 5 lists all significant secondary fragmentation peaks; they all originate from the m/z 233
fragment. Further loss of an acetic acid forms the second most abundant fragment at m/z 173. All
subsequent fragments are formed by additional varying molecular loss, which produces peaks
such as m/z 99, 101, 113, 131 and 143.
The glucose molecule present in the capsule polysaccharide chain units is unlikely to be
modified. There are no available linkage sites indicated in the gas chromatogram data. The
terminal glucose has only one linkage and in a polysaccharide chain the glucose is linked at C4
and C1 only. Further possible linkage sites at which the modification could be attached to the
glucose have not been noted and there are no irregularities in the glucose fragmentation pattern
which could indicate that it was in anyway modified. It is therefore assumed that glucose exists
in the CPS of C. jejuni as an unmodified saccharide, ordinarily linked at C4 and C1 and
terminally linked at only C1.
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Figure 28: Mass spectra of partially methylated Glc(1← (retention time – 36.40 min) isolated by GC-MS from a
CPS sample of C.jejuni HS:5 (CP-PG 3409)

Table 4: Summary of secondary abundance peaks found in the mass spectra of partially methylated Glc(1←, the
originating primary fragments and possible molecular loss which lead to peak formation
(acetic acid: -60, ketene: -42, methanol: -32, methanal: -30)

Molecule

Glucose(1→

Peak
89
99
173
113
131
143
101

Primary Fragmentation
Molecule loss
117
-30
161
-30, -32
-32
-32, -60
-32, -42
205
-32, -30
-32, -30, -42
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Figure 29: Mass spectra of partially methylated →4)Glc(1← (retention time – 41.11 min) isolated by GC-MS from
a CPS sample of C.jejuni HS:5 (CP-PG 3409)

Table 5: Summary of secondary abundance peaks found in the mass spectra of partially methylated →4)Glc(1←,
the originating primary fragments and possible molecular loss which lead to peak formation
(acetic acid: -60, ketene: -42, methanol: -32, methanal: -30)

Molecule

←4)Glucose(1→

Peak
99
101
113
131
143
173

Primary Fragmentation

233
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Molecule loss
-60, -42, -30
-60, -30, -42
-60, -60
-60, -42
-60, -30
-60

There are three peaks on the gas chromatogram which indicate the presence of heptose
linkage sites. D-glycero-D-manno-heptose sugar is shown to link at C2 and C1. The existence of
→2)DD-Hep(1← is confirmed by significant primary fragmentation peaks at m/z 205 and 190
formed by cleaving the bond between two adjacent methoxylated carbons; C3 and C4. Another
pair of linked methoxylated carbons exists in this molecule between C5 and C6, however while it
is possible to obtain primary fractions from this bond (and peaks at m/z 45 and 350 are visible on
the spectra, but are in low abundance, see Figure 30) this cleavage it is far less likely as
preference is given to fragments of smallest equivalent molecular weight. The m/z 305 fragment
is therefore too large and unstable. The majority of secondary fragmentation peaks such as those
at m/z 99, 100, 113, 130 and 173 originate from the two significant primary peaks at m/z 190 and
205, for the full summary see Table 6.
The heptose molecule can also be linked at →7)DD-Hep(1←, the methoxylated C3 and
C4 carbons once again preferentially cleave and this evenly bisects the open chain structure and
produces the most stable fragments at m/z 162 and particularly m/z 233. Another set of primary
fragmentation peaks can be seen at m/z 118 and 277; however they are not as abundant due to
the lesser stability of the resulting fractions. The GC-MS spectrum can be seen in Figure 31.
Secondary fragmentations primarily originate by further molecular loss from the m/z 233 peak;
the most significant of them are at m/z 99, 111, 143, 173 and 203. However, the most abundant
peak of the spectrum is at m/z 102 and it originated due to the m/z 162 fragment losing an acetic
acid group, see Table 7 for full summary.
Final peak in the gas chromatogram represents →2,6)DD-Hep(1← linked heptose. The
key primary fragmentation occurs due to the breaking of the methoxylated C3-C4 carbon bond;
this produces peaks at m/z 233 and 190 which can be seen in Figure 32. Since C1, C2, C5 and
C6 are all acetoxylated carbons much of the secondary fragmentation occurs by loss of acetic
acid. The most abundant peak occurs due to a -60 loss from the m/z 190 peak. The peaks at m/z
173 and m/z 113 are produced by repeated loss of the HOAc group from m/z 233. Other
significant secondary peaks are at m/z 88, 99 and 131. Table 8 summarizes all secondary
fragmentation data, their originating peaks and the molecular unit loss which led to the formation
of the fragment.
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When the relative intensities of the chromatogram peaks are compared it is evident that
the →2)DD-Hep(1← and →7)DD-Hep(1← peaks are far less abundant, approximately 13% and
15% respectively. The abundance in the sample of →2,6)DD-Hep(1← is much higher, at
approximately 40%. Therefore in a capsular polysaccharide chain of C. jejuni a heptose is most
commonly linked to other sugars or non-sugar moieties at C1, C2 and C6. As there are three
linkage sites available, it is theorized that two are used to link heptose to other monosaccharides
and form the CPS chain. The third available linkage site joins heptose to the saccharide
modification.
As seen with glucose, the presence of a slightly different and simpler linked saccharide in
lesser abundances typically indicates a terminal sugar. However, with heptose it is not possible to
state with certainly if →2)DD-Hep(1← or →7)DD-Hep(1← or both represent the terminal
version of the heptose molecule. This is due to the possible presence on the heptose molecule of
a modification. The →2)DD-Hep(1← sugar may be a terminal heptose modified at C2, however
it may also be a non-modified saccharide in the middle of a CPS chain. The →7)DD-Hep(1←
may similarly be a terminal heptose with a modification at C7 or it may also be a non-modified
heptose in the CPS unit linked to other saccharides and C1 and C7.
With only the GC and GC-MS data available it is not possible to state with certainly at
what linkage site the heptose is modified. 1D and 2D NMR techniques can be used to determine,
in more detail, how monosaccharides in the capsule polysaccharide chain are linked together.
Analytical instruments such as ESI FAIMS MS can further aid in the characterization of the
heptose modification and possibly aid in the identification of the linkage site.
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Figure 30: Mass spectra of a partially methylated →2)DD-heptose(← at retention time – 47.20 min, isolated by
GC-MS from a CPS sample of C.jejuni HS:5 (CP-PG 3409)
Table 6: Summary of secondary abundance peaks found in the mass spectra of a partially methylated →2)DDheptose(1←, the originating primary fragments and possible molecular loss which lead to peak formation
(acetic acid: -60, ketene: -42, methanol: -32, methanal: -30)

Molecule

←2)D-glycero-D-manno Hep(1→

Peak
99
131
88
100
130
113
145
173

Primary
Fragmentation
161
190

205
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Molecule loss
-32, -30
-30
-60, -42
-60, -30
-60
-60, -32
-60
-32

Figure 31: Mass spectra of partially methylated →7)DD-Heptose(1← at retention time – 49.06 min, isolated by
GC-MS from a CPS sample of C.jejuni HS:5 (CP-PG 3409)
Table 7: Summary of secondary abundance peaks found in the mass spectra of a partially methylated →7)DDHeptose(1←, the originating primary fragments and possible molecular loss which lead to peak formation
(acetic acid: -60, ketene: -42, methanol: -32, methanal: -30)

Molecule

←7)D-glycero-D-manno Hep(1→

Peak
102
157
71
99
111
113
131
143
173
203
185

Primary Fragmentation
162
189

233

277
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Molecule loss
-60
-32
-60, -60, -42
-60, -42, -32
-60, -30, -32
-60, -60
-60, -42
-60, -30
-60
-30
-60, -30

Figure 32: Mass spectra of partially methylated →2,6)DD-Heptose(1← at retention time – 58.11 min, isolated by
GC-MS from a CPS sample of C.jejuni HS:5 (CP-PG 3409)
Table 8: Summary of secondary abundance peaks found in the mass spectra of a partially methylated →2,6)DDHeptose(1←, the originating primary fragments and possible molecular loss which lead to peak formation
(acetic acid: -60, ketene: -42, methanol: -32, methanal: -30)

Molecule

←2,6)D-glycero-D-manno Hep(1→

Peak
88
130
71
99
113
131
173
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Primary Fragmentation
190

233

Molecule loss
-60, -42
-60
-60, -60, -42
-60, -42, -32
-60, -60
-60, -42
-60

4.3

NMR Analysis
Various 1D and 2D NMR techniques were employed to analyze the purified CPS sample.

The primary focus was two-fold; first, to resolve the backbone structure of the capsule
polysaccharide units by determining through which linkage sites the glucose and DD-heptose are
joined together. Second, to determine at which linkage sites the modification is connected to the
heptose molecule and to collect as much data as possible regarding the structure of said
modification. NMR data is also used to confirm the presence of saccharides seen in the GC and
GC-MS data. While theoretically the different NMR spectra should provide all information
necessary for characterization of CPS structure, complexities arise when the said structure is too
complex. This causes significant signal overlay which leads to ambiguity when assigning and
identifying peaks.
4.3.1

1

H-NMR

One dimensional 1H NMR spectra was obtained from the purified CPS of C. jejuni HS:5
serotype (see Figure 33). Because the polysaccharide chain contains many carbohydrate rings
their protons generally appear in the same region of the NMR spectrum and the resulting heavy
overlap makes it impossible to assign all protons from the one dimensional spectra alone.
Nevertheless, certain significant regions can be identified and this type of spectra serves as a
good starting point for the structural characterization of the capsular polysaccharide.

Figure 33: Full 1H NMR spectra of the C. jejuni HS:5 CPS sample
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Anomeric protons are typically seen between 4.3ppm and 5.9ppm. The more de-shielded
α protons are seen from 4.9ppm to 5.3ppm, while the β protons are seen in the 4.3 – 4.9ppm
region [31]. The spectrum in Figure 33 contains four significant anomeric peaks at 5.23ppm
(system A), 5.19ppm (system B), 5.00ppm (system C) and 4.87ppm (system D). All peaks seem
to have an α proton anomeric configuration, this will be further investigated using NOE data.
Notably, GC chromatography shows the presence of only two saccharides. The existence of four
anomeric protons further implies the presence of several modifications on the heptose molecule
which are substantial enough to cause small shifts in the anomeric proton signal. Intense peak at
4.8ppm represents the deuterated water solvent (HOD).
The region 3.0 – 4.3ppm typically contains the carbohydrate ring protons [31]. This
region typically has the largest amount of overlap. In Figure 33 the ring region is situated
between 3.7 – 4.3ppm with an additional prominent wide peak at approximately 3.45ppm. From
only the 1D 1H NMR data is it unclear which peaks in this region represent the saccharide
protons and which represent parts of the heptose modification. There are four additional broad
peaks situated between 1.6ppm and 2.2ppm. Peaks in this region typically indicate deoxy protons
however since previous GC and GC-MS data showed no indication of deoxy saccharides being
present it is likely that the peaks in this region are also part of the heptose modification. The
absence of characteristic sharp singlet peaks at 2.0 – 2.2ppm indicates that neither the
modification nor the saccharide structures contain acetyl groups. Due to the complex structure of
CPS none of the peaks can be positively identified, however the detection of clearly defined
anomeric peaks can serve as a starting point for further 2D NMR data interpretation, particularly
for the COSY spectra.
4.3.1.1

13

P-NMR

One dimensional phosphorus NMR spectra gathered from the CPS sample indicated that
this particular strain of C. jejuni serotype HS:5 does not contain any phosphoramidate linkages.
The presence of a phosphorus containing molecule anywhere the sample produces distinctive
peaks in 31P NMR spectra, for example O-methyl phosphoramidate (MeOPN) produces a
significant peak at 14.11ppm [31]. 31P-NMR spectra for this CPS showed no such indicative
peaks.
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4.3.2

1

H-1H COSY

To determine which proton signals are correlated in the same saccharide unit and to
assign them, proton-to-proton correlation spectroscopy experiment was conducted on the CPS
sample. The connecting protons are determined by “walking” though the spin system starting
with the anomeric proton onwards. Peak at 5.19ppm (system B) was selected for first
interpretation; this system represents α-D-glycero-D-manno heptose. The chemical shifts were
assigned as follows: H1 – 5.19 ppm, H2 – 4.06 ppm, H3 – 3.94 ppm, H6 – 3.85 ppm and
H7/H7’– 3.82/3.77 ppm. Work by H. Guzlek et al. published in 2005 proved helpful, particularly
in identifying α configuration H1, as well as H6 and H7/7’ chemical shifts for DD-heptose.
The COSY spectrum contains substantial overlap. Only certain peaks, such as H1/H2, are
observed definitely. Proton assignment was aided by analysis of 1D TOSCY spectra (Figure 39)
which shows connectivity between the 5.19ppm peak and chemical shift regions 4.06 – 4.02ppm
(strong) and 3.91 – 3.95ppm (weak), indicating that these regions contain peaks for H2 and H3
respectively. The stepwise analysis of the spin system then connects to an intensely overlapped
portion of the spectra (3.70 – 3.90ppm). This region contains many remaining heptose protons
however due to intense overlay it is not possible to definitely define them all. Two protons of a
primary alcohol on the final (C6 or C7) carbon of a carbohydrate ring typically produce distinct
signals on both COSY and HSQC spectra. In this case, it is not possible to see such signals
clearly on COSY spectrum, but the proton pairs can still be easily distinguished using HSQC
data (see Figure 37) at 3.82/3.77ppm and 4.05/3.96ppm. The first pair is much likelier to be
within the heptose spin system. It was therefore concluded that the 3.82ppm and 3.77ppm signals
represent H7 and H7’of the DD-heptose sugar. The chemical shift of H6 at 3.85 ppm was
extrapolated stepwise from the known H7/7’ values.
HMBC data indirectly confirms this characterization through detection of a linkage to
another sugar at H2. This linkage is only possible if the H2 sugar is a heptose, as per earlier GC
and GC-MS data analysis. The H4 and H5 protons could not be identified with total certainly as
the COSY data is too overlaid; it is possible that the signals they produce are faint or not visible
at all on the 2D spectrum.
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Figure 34: COSY spectra portraying the ring region of the C. jejuni HS:5 CPS sample with crosspeaks indicating
the connectivities of α-D-glycero-D-manno heptose protons
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Peak at 4.87 ppm (System D) was second to be examined. It was concluded that this
system represents α-glucose. The chemical shifts were assigned as follows: H1 – 4.87pmm, H2 –
3.82ppm, H3 – 4.08ppm, H4 – 4.27ppm, H5 – 4.12ppm and H6/H6’ – 4.05/3.96ppm. As before,
COSY spectrum is too complex and overlapping, data interpretation cannot be based on it alone
and 1D TOCSY spectra was referenced (see Figure 39). TOSCY spectrum for this particular
signal is notably weak and no sharp, definitive peaks can be detected. When the 4.87ppm peak
was pulsed the signal echoed in section 3.78 – 3.85ppm and section 4.05 – 4.10ppm. On the
COSY spectrum the H1/H2 cross peak is evident and therefore it is possible to identify the H2
proton as being at 3.82ppm which corresponds with the TOCSY data. The second signal, within
the 4.05 – 4.10ppm region, must then correspond to the H3 proton. The H3/H4 crosspeak is
evident and H4 proton has a prominent signal at 4.27ppm. The signals at 3.96/4.05ppm
correspond to the two protons at C6 of glucose. From this data it is possible to determine the
chemical shift of H5 proton by extrapolation. The COSY spectra with indicated proton crosspeak
connectivity lines for glucose can be seen in Figure 35. System D is further confirmed to be
glucose by HMBC spectra; the C4 inter-connectivity with another sugar is seen thought the GC
and GC-MS linkage analysis only in glucose. The glucose is in alpha configuration, this is
supported by NOE data discussed in chapter 4.3.5 of thesis.
The remaining peaks at 5.23ppm (system A) and 4.98ppm (system C) are too complex to
assign from available NMR spectra. Both cross with the next connecting proton at the same
chemical shift (3.86ppm) and it is not possible to determine their structure unambiguously
beyond this point. 1D TOCSY data provides little clarification and COSY signals are too
overlaid to establish any certain crosspeak connectivity. System A and C may represent altered
versions of heptose with modifications so significant that they had an effect on the chemical
shifts of the overall carbohydrate molecule. A confirmation of this can be seen on the TOCSY
spectrum; irradiation of the peak at 5.23ppm (system A) produces a weak broad echo in the
1.80ppm region. A full discussion of the heptose modification and all data pertaining to it can be
seen in chapter 4.5 of this thesis.
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Figure 35: COSY spectra portraying the ring region of the C. jejuni HS:5 CPS sample with crosspeaks indicating
the connectivities of α-glucose protons.
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On the COSY spectrum the modification protons are distinctly seen but the structure they
form is difficult to elucidate. While on the 1D 1H NMR spectrum many of the peaks are close
together, the 2D NMR spectra below shows that they are not all immediately correlated. There
are eight protons visible, for convenience they numbered and labeled as such in Figure 36 below.
First set of four directly correlated protons have the following chemical shifts: H1 – 3.89ppm,
H2 – 3.78ppm, H3 – 2.15ppm and H4 – 1.65ppm. The chemical shifts of the four remaining
correlated protons are: H5 – 3.85ppm, H6 – 3.45ppm, H7 – 2.20ppm and H8 – 1.8ppm. The
signal at 3.45ppm appears to represent the only proton which “sees” both proton sets equally.
The stepwise linking of protons can only continue until it reaches the area between 3.70ppm and
3.90ppm, which is highly overlapping, because of this it is difficult to discern any further
information regarding the modification structure from COSY spectra alone.

Figure 36: COSY spectra of C. jejuni HS:5 CPS with crosspeaks indicating the connectivity of modification protons
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4.3.3

13

C NMR J-modulation

To obtain more information on the structure of C. jejuni HS:5 CPS, particularly the
carbons present in the heptose modification, a

13

C NMR J-modulation was run. The resulting

spectra can be seen in Figure 37. In a J-mod spectrum the peaks produced by different carbons in
the sample structure are differentiated by their straight or inverted orientation. The spectrum is
phased in such a way that the quaternary and CH2 signals point upwards, while the CH3 and CH
signals point downward.
A carbon J-mod is often not necessary for polysaccharide structure elucidation, if the
sample contains only saccharides it is typically possible to assign carbons and protons without it.
However, the complexity of this CPS sample, particularly the presence of the occasional heptose
modification makes a J-mod spectrum highly useful. Sample data shows that all carbons in the
region from 0ppm to approximately 65ppm are either quaternary or CH2, whereas the carbons
from 65ppm onwards are either CH3 or CH. The occurrence of either quaternary or CH3 carbons
is unlikely. Both produce easily identifiable peaks in 1H NMR (in the regions 9.0 – 12.0ppm and
0 – 2.0ppm respectively) which are not present in the spectra of the CPS sample [31]. It is
therefore assumed that the first five significant peaks at

13

C chemical shifts: 33ppm, 34.7ppm,

58ppm, 59ppm and 61ppm represent CH2 carbons. The remaining peaks, such as the three
prominent ones at 66.5ppm, 68ppm and 70ppm, a region of smaller ones between 70ppm and
80ppm and the peaks in the anomeric region at 96ppm, 100ppm and 104ppm are all CH carbons.
The sample appears to have numerous and pronounced CH2 peaks not all of which can be
attributed to the terminal carbons of typical monosaccharides. A fraction of these signals,
particularly those at 33ppm, 34.7ppm and 58ppm are not characteristic to saccharide compounds
and must represent the carbons of the heptose modification. The data gathered from this carbon
J-mod spectrum can be combined with the 2D NMR 1H-13C HSQC spectrum data and used to
assign glucose, heptose and heptose modification protons and carbons with certainty.
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Figure 37: 13C NMR J-mod of C. jejuni HS:5 CPS sample. Qaternary and CH2 peaks are pointing upward and CH3 and CH peaks are ponting downward.
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4.3.4

1

H-13C HSQC

A 2D NMR 1H-13C HSQC technique was carried out on the purified C. jejuni CPS
sample to correlate the carbon and protons signals and identify them as part of the glucose or
heptose saccharide or the heptose modification. The characterization of signals in the HSQC
spectra is possible with the knowledge and understanding of the 1H NMR, COSY and 13C J-mod
data, from which certain facts are already known, such as the approximate proton and carbon
chemical shifts of in certain monosaccharides and the heptose modification.
The assignment of carbon resonances for α-glucose is as follows: C1 – 96ppm, C2 –
74ppm, C3 – 79ppm, C4 – 76ppm, C5 – 73ppm and C6 – 61ppm. All carbon signals produce
cross-peaks with proton signals which correspond to the 1H-1H COSY data. For example, C4 at
76ppm corresponds to 4.27ppm which has been identified as H4 of glucose and so on. C6 is
shown to be connected to two protons. This is first confirmed by the data gathered from the

13

C

J-mod and seconded by the shape and form of C6 cross-peaks with H6 and H6’. The two signals
are identical in shape and intensity; they correspond to one carbon and are very near one another.
Table 9 below shows a summary of all assigned α-glucose protons and carbons.
Table 9: Chemical shifts (in ppm) of protons and carbons of α-glucose isolated and characterized from C.jejuni
HS:5 CPS and assigned by analysis of 1D and 2D NMR data.

Atom (1H/13C)
1
H chemical
shift (ppm)
α-D-glucose 13
C chemical
shift (ppm)

1

2

3

4

5

6/6’

4.87

3.82

4.08

4.27

4.12

4.05/3.96

96

73.5

79

76

73
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The assignment of the chemical shifts associated with carbons of α-D-glycero-D-mannoheptose is as follows: C1 – 100ppm, C2 – 76ppm, C3 – 70ppm, C6 – 74ppm and C7 – 62ppm.
The four determined signals indicate presence of carbons only linked to one proton and
correspond with the CH signals indicated by the 13C J-mod. There was some ambiguity regarding
the assignment of the C7 carbon signal as the corresponding H7/H7’ peaks are wide and situated
in a heavily overlaid region. The C7 signal must be a CH2 carbon and there were two
possibilities; the peak at 62ppm or 58ppm. The carbon peak with a chemical shift at 62ppm was
assigned as C7 because the two corresponding cross-linked proton signals are closely located,
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distinct and in appearance resemble a typical hydroxylated terminal CH2 signal of a saccharide.
It is similar to the glucose C6 two-proton cross linking signals and is located close to it. The
chemical shift is also closer to various literature values of the C7 heptose carbons. Table 10
below shows a summary of all assigned α-D-glycero-D-manno-heptose protons and carbons.
Table 10: Chemical shifts (in ppm) of protons and carbons of α-D-glycero-D-manno-Heptose isolated and
characterized from C.jejuni HS:5 CPS and assigned by analysis of 1D and 2D NMR data.

Atom (1H/13C)
1
H chemical
shift (ppm)
α-DD-Heptose 13
C chemical
shift (ppm)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7/7’

5.19

4.06

4.03

-

-

3.85

3.83/377

100

76

70

-

-

74

62

The signal at 58ppm is intense and may be dual but it is not distinct; furthermore it is too
far from typical chemical shifts of saccharide carbons. TOCSY, COSY and other NMR data
indicate in this area a strong proton peak which is part of the heptose modification. The cross
peak at

13

C – 58ppm and 1H – 3.78ppm is labeled as H2. Other signals of the unknown

modification are assigned as follows: H1 displays a cross peak at 13C – 74ppm and H – 3.89ppm,
H5 has been assigned shifts at C – 66.5ppm and 3.85ppm. Most notably, proton signals at
2.15ppm and 1.65ppm, classified as H3 and H4, are linked to the same carbon at 33ppm.
Similarly, protons signals at 2.20pm and 1.80pm (H7 and H8) are also linked to a single carbon
at 34.7ppm. Table 11 shows a summary of all signals obtained, their corresponding proton and
carbon definitions based on COSY, HSQC and J-mod data.
Remaining proton-to-carbon crosspeaks in the ring region cannot be readily identified; it
is assumed that they primarily represent carbons of modified heptoses. Crosspeaks in the
anomeric region at

13

C – 96ppm and 1H – 5.23ppm (system A) and at

13

C – 96ppm and 1H –

4.97ppm (system D) are believed to represent anomeric carbons of modified saccharides or
possibly other elements of the C. jejuni HS:5 CPS which are yet to be identified. Both TOSCY
and HMBC data confirms that these anomeric peaks are connected to the heptose modification,
this will be discussed in detail in later portions of the thesis.
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Table 11: Chemical shifts of the heptose modification protons and carbons isolated from C.jejuni HS:5 CPS and
assigned by analysis of 1D and 2D NMR data. X and Y denote the two spin systems of the heptose modification.
1

H NMR
Chemical shift

COSY
Proton

3.78 ppm
3.45 ppm
3.89 ppm
3.85 ppm
2.20 ppm
1.80 ppm
2.15 ppm
1.65 ppm

H2
H6
H1
H5
H7
H8
H3
H4

13

C NMR
Chemical shift

J-mod carbon
classification

58 ppm
68 ppm
74 ppm
66.5 ppm

CH2
CH
CH
CH

34.7 ppm

CH2

33 ppm

CH2

Figure 38: Full HSQC spectra of C. jejuni HS:5 CPS sample with labelled carbon-to-proton crosspeaks of αglucose, α-D-glycero-D-manno heptose and the heptose modification.
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4.3.5

1

H-1H TOCSY

One dimensional TOCSY spectra of C. jejuni HS:5 CPS provide much useful information
regarding structures of certain spin systems. The limitation of 1D TOCSY experiments is that it
is often difficult to selectively magnetize peaks in heavily overlaid areas of the NMR spectrum.
Specifically, in CPS structures it is not possible to select only one ring proton without
interference from other signals. However, TOCSY technique is still useful when investigating
distinct single peaks such as the anomeric signals, which are typically separated well. For this
CPS sample the TOCSY technique is also employed to further investigate the modification
proton signals, many of which can be easily selected.
As seen in Figure 39, each of the prominent anomeric peaks (labelled A, B, C and D) was
selectively magnetized to determine the corresponding chemical shift of one or several
neighboring protons. Systems B and D were previously identified as heptose and glucose
respectively. The signal at B (5.19ppm) has been identified as heptose H1, it is shown to strongly
echo between 4.06 – 4.02ppm indicating a connection at H2. There is a further, wider, weaker
peak at around 3.90ppm; this peak represents H3. Signal D (4.87ppm) has been identified as the
glucose H1 anomeric peak. Of all 1D TOCSY NMR spectrums the magnetization of this peak
produced the weakest signals. There is a wide peak, representing H2 at approximately 3.80ppm,
a second, even weaker, correlated proton signal is at 4.08ppm and represents H3. These
characterizations are confirmed by COSY and HSQC data. In a 1D TOCSY experiment the
magnetization applied to a select peak can theoretically spread along the entire spin system;
correlating all the protons. However, as this data shows, realistically, only the first two or three
related proton signals along the spin system can be seen with varying degrees of intensity.
Signals A and C cannot be characterized at this time as their 1D TOCSY spectra are
similar. When signal C (at 4.97ppm) is selected and magnetized, a peak (or possibly several
overlapping peaks) forms in the region from 3.80ppm to 3.90ppm. On the spectrum this area is
crowded and produces a weak and broad signal, it is not possible to say with certainty exactly to
which protons signal C is linked. When signal A at 5.23ppm is selected it produces the most well
defined TOCSY spectra of all irradiated anomeric peaks. There is a correlation between the
anomeric signal and the peak at 3.85ppm. More significantly, a smaller peak at 1.80ppm is also
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visible. This indicates that the selected proton A is either a part of the heptose modification or the
modification is linked to the heptose in such a way that it can be detected by a TOCSY
experiment through the selection of the anomeric peak.
1D TOCSYs of the anomeric peaks proved to be helpful, especially during COSY data
interpretation, but the information they provide overall is limited. Signals produced by the
selective magnetization of a single peak are often wide and weak making them ambiguous. The
analysis of modification protons of the other side of the proton ring region proved to be much
more definite (see Figure 40). The TOCSY data confirms all eight protons of the unknown
modification to be part of one structure despite a lack of complete correlation in the COSY
spectrum. H1 (3.89ppm), H2 (3.78ppm), H3 (2.15ppm) and H4 (1.65ppm) are shown to be intracorrelated. If any one of these protons is selected and irradiated a significant corresponding
signal is seen from the rest. The TOCSY data also confirms the existence of two distinct signals
in the ring region (H1 and H2). There is no indication that these four protons echo with any of
the protons in the anomeric region.
Proton peaks at H5 (3.85ppm), H6 (3.45ppm), H7 (2.20ppm) and H8 (1.80ppm) are
shown to be similarly intra-correlated. The TOCSY spectrum of the selected H6 proton shows
connectivity of equal intensity with all seven other protons. This indicates that the heptose
modification is a single structure with limited connectivity. Curiously, the second set of protons
shows connectivity to the entirety of the anomeric region while the first does not. This structural
aspect is confirmed by the HMBC data discussed below and indicates the possibility of a single
modification being connected to the heptose molecule at two different linkage sites, one being
closer to the anomeric region than the other. Structural possibilities of the heptose modification
are further discussed in Chapter 4.5 below.
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Figure 39: 1D TOCSY NMR spectra of the anomeric region of C. jejuni HS:5 CPS sample.
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Figure 40: 1D TOCSY NMR spectra of the eight protons assosiated with the heptose modification of C. jejuni HS:5 CPS sample.
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4.3.4

1

H-13C HMBC

2D HMBC technique correlates structurally distant protons and carbons, usually those
spanning across two to four bonds. HMBC analysis is generally performed on CPS samples to
confirm saccharide linkages; the anomeric carbon of one saccharide can “see” the proton of
another even across a glycosidic bond. This is a very valuable tool as it allows us to observe
connecting linkages between separate spin systems and determine the general backbone structure
of the polysaccharide chain. Additionally, the HMBC can be used to confirm various other
structural aspects such as the location and possible linkage sites for the heptose modification.
HMBC spectrum seen in Figure 41 has several areas of interest. GC and GC-MS methods
indicate that a heptose may be linked to other molecules in the polysaccharide chain in three
possible

ways:

→1)DD-heptose(2←,

→1)DD-heptose(2,6←

and

→1)DD-heptose(7←.

Meanwhile, glucose may be either terminally linked at C1 or have a →1)glucose(4←
configuration. HMBC data produces three anomeric carbons linked at the ring proton region.
First signal is located at 1H – 4.27ppm and 13C – 100ppm; according to COSY data the signal for
glucose H4 is at 4.27ppm, the heptose anomeric carbon is located at 100ppm. This signal
confirms an existence of a glycosidic bond between C1 of D-glycero-D-manno-heptose and C4
of glucose. A second signal at 1H – 4.06ppm and

13

C – 96ppm indicates a glycosidic bond

between C1 of glucose and C2 of heptose. The heptose H2 signal at 4.06ppm is clearly evident
from the COSY and TOCSY spectra. From this data the main backbone of C. jejuni HS:5 CPS
was derived. It is comprised of glucose and D-glycero-D-manno-heptose sugars linked in the
following way: →2)-α-D-glycero-D-manno-heptose-(1→4)-α-glucose-(1→
A third anomeric peak in the HMBC spectrum is difficult to define; it appears at 1H –
4.27ppm and

13

C – 96ppm and may represent a link between H4 proton of glucose and the

anomeric carbon of a modified sugar. Modification proton signals from H3, H4, H7 and H8 are
clearly visible on the right side of the spectrum. For protons H3 and H4 show long range
correlations are only shown to the ring region carbons, however H7 and H8 are shown to link to
the anomeric peaks at the bottom of the spectrum. This agrees with the conclusions drawn from
the TOCSY data; in Figure 39 and especially Figure 40 a visible correlation can be seen between
the anomeric region and selected protons (H5, H6. H7 and H8).
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Figure 41: HMBC spectra of C. jejuni HS:5 CPS sample with long range carbon-to-proton crosspeaks labelled.
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4.3.5

1

H-1H NOEs

To confirm the linkage of saccharides in the backbone of C. jejuni CPS as well as their
anomeric configuration, 1D NOE experiments were conducted. This experimental technique
correlates protons in close proximity to each other, but not necessarily linked by bonds.
Resulting spectra for the anomeric region can be seen in Figure 43.
Notably, the data shows heptose anomeric proton to be correlated with glucose anomeric
protons on an NOE spectrum but not on a TOCSY spectrum. TOCSY technique does not
produce correlations between protons separated by a glycosidic bond. However, with the
appropriate anomeric configuration two protons can be located closely enough to be detected in
an NOE experiment. The existence of an NOE correlation between glucose H1 and heptose H1
confirms linkage between C2 heptose and C1 glucose with both saccharides in the α
configuration. Schemes A and B in Figure 42 show the transfer of magnetization which results in
the correlation between NOE peaks B and D (see Figure 43). Scheme A shows how selection and
magnetization of a heptose anomeric peak echoes in glucose H4, confirming the →1)α-Glc(4→
linkage and α configuration of the H1 heptose proton; as this correlation can be seen in that
position. The selected anomeric glucose proton correlates with the heptose H1 proton as well as
H2 of both glucose and heptose. As scheme B illustrates, this is possible if the two saccharides
are in α configuration and linked though C2 of heptose.

Figure 42: Illustration of NOE proton-to-proton interactions. Scheme A: anomeric proton of α-DD-heptose is
selected, Scheme B: anomeric proton of α-glucose is selected.
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Figure 43: 1D NOE NMR spectra of the anomeric region of C. jejuni HS:5 CPS sample.

The heptose proton at 5.19ppm shows correlations to the glucose H1 at 4.87ppm, heptose
H2 at 4.06ppm and glucose H4 at 4.27ppm. There are also weak signal echoes in the crowded
region between 3.70ppm and 3.90ppm which cannot be identified with certainly. They likely
represent the heptose ring protons or protons of the near heptose modification. The modification
theory is more likely because in an NOE experiment it is rare for anomeric protons to “see” ring
protons other than H2 as they are not spatially adjacent. For example, the selection of a glucose
anomeric proton (at 4.87ppm) produces no peaks from the ring region; the signal echoes are seen
only at 5.19ppm (heptose H1), 4.06ppm (heptose H2) and 3.82ppm (glucose H2).
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Selecting peak at 4.97ppm (labeled in Figure 43 as Mod Hep H1) produces three related
peaks at 4.27ppm (glucose H4), 4.06ppm (heptose H2) and an undefined peak at approximately
3.85ppm. This peak cannot be characterized with certainly because there are many signals in this
area including both the carbohydrate ring proton and heptose modification proton signals. There
are several options, likeliest of them being the H5 proton which produces a signal that is closest
to the 3.85ppm chemical shift. Selection of peak at 5.23ppm produces peaks at 4.27ppm (glucose
H4), 4.20ppm and again approximately 3.85ppm. Presence of glucose H4 proton signal in NOE
spectra of both peaks supports the theory that these peaks represent anomeric signals of modified
heptoses. However, peak at 4.97ppm does not show correlation with the heptose H2 proton and
all other signals are difficult to characterize. In general, no anomeric proton is shown to be in
close proximity to the modification protons on the other side of the 1D 1H NMR spectrum.
NOE spectra of the anomeric region confirmed linkage analysis performed by GC-MS
and the anomeric configuration derived from the 1H NMR data. The backbone of C. jejuni HS:5
CPS consists of an α-glucose linked through C1 and C4 to α-D-glycero-D-manno heptose at C2
and C1 respectively. Remaining linkage sites on the heptose at C6 and C7 possibly serve as
linkage sites to the unknown saccharide modification. Figure 44 below illustrates the general
structure of the CPS backbone.

Figure 44: Basic structure of the C. jejuni HS:5 CPS backbone chain. The α-DD-heptose may periodically contain a
modification on C6 or C7.
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4.4

ESI FAIMS MS analysis
While informative, NMR and GC-MS analysis did not provide sufficient data for

characterization of the unknown heptose modification. NMR techniques in particular are greatly
hampered by the complexity of the sample. C. jejuni HS:5 CPS protons produce many
overlaying signals which are difficult to interpret. Because of this the CPS sample was analyzed
using ESI FAIMS-MS technology in the laboratory of Dr. Wojciech Gabryelski. As mentioned
previously, an ESI FAIMS instrument produces an overall chromatogram from which individual
peaks can be isolated and selected for further individual fragmentation. The alditol acetylated
CPS sample, which produced composition analysis results discussed in chapter 4.1, was used for
ESI FAIMS-MS analysis. The first step was to confirm the presence of the heptose and glucose;
this was achieved by experimenting with saccharide standards which also underwent the alditol
acetate treatment. The results of this experiment can be seen in Figure 45 below.
The electron ionization GC-MS method only detects compounds made volatile by the
acetylation process. The ESI FAIMS-MS technique does not have this limitation and can detect
both acetylated and partially acetylated compounds resulting in a chromatograph with many
abundant peaks. When analyzing the peaks and calculating the molecular weight values it is
necessary to account for the presence of additional ions. For example, the molecular weight of a
typical, fully acetylated open chain deuterated heptose is m/z=507. Such a value is not present on
the chromatograph, however the addition of a sodium ion produces m/z=530 which the right
most peak in the sample CPS chromatograph. This peak matches the peak produced by the
acetylated heptose standard in Figure 45. Similarly, while the molecular weight of an acetylated,
open chain glucose is m/z=435 the addition of a sodium ion produces m/z=458, the second major
peak on the right in the CPS chromatogram which matches the glucose standard. Therefore, the
GC-MS data was correct and the sample does contain heptose and glucose, however on the total
ion chromatogram neither of these peaks are most abundant, instead a peak at m/z=414 is by far
the most prominent. Given the large molecular weight of this peak it is unlikely that it represents
the modification fragment alone, however it may be a fragment of an acetylated saccharide with
the modification present. Because of its abundance the peak m/z=414 was selected for further
fragmentation.
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Figure 45: Total ion ESI FAIMS MS chromatogram of a) alditol acetylated CPS of C. jejuni HS:5, b) alditol
acetylated heptose standard and c) alditol acetylated glucose standard
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Figure 46: Individual peak fragmentations isolated from the total ion chromatograph of C. jejuni HS:5 CPS (a)
fragmentation of peak m/z 414, (b) fragmentation of peak m/z 170 (c) GC-MS fragmentation of the unknown peak
at 36.25min for comparison, arrows highlight similar peaks of interest
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Initial fragmentation of the peak at m/z=414 can be seen in Figure 46a, it confirms that
the signal represents an acetylated sugar. The produced fragmentation peaks are as follows:
m/z=354, 294, 230, 170 and 110. Four times the difference between the peaks is m/z 60, which
represents a characteristic of loss of a HOAc group indicating the modification was acetylated at
least four time as available hydroxyl sites. The last fragments at m/z 170 and 110 are of interest
because in the GC-MS fragmentation spectra of the unknown modification peak at 36.25min (see
Figure 46c), two significant fragments are m/z 169 and 109. These similarities between the
fragmentation patterns suggest that the m/z=414 saccharide fragment contains the modification
under discussion.
As peaks m/z 170 and 110 are of interest, attempts were made to further fragment one or
both to observe the formation of their daughter ions which may provide certain structural
information regarding the modification. Results of fragmenting the selected m/z=170 can be seen
in Figure 46b, the produced daughter ion peaks are as follows: m/z 152, 128, 110, 82 and 55.
This provides certain further structural details, for example: the difference between m/z 170 and
m/z 110 is -60 suggesting the loss of a HOAc group from the modification. The m/z 110 further
fragments to produce a m/z 82 peak and the -28 may indicate a loss of a C=O group. The last
significant peak at m/z 55 may have occurred due to loss of H-C≡N (m/z=27). Remaining
structure is difficult to characterize as it does not fragment further and it is likely comprised of
carbons and hydrogens in a stable configuration.
Experimentation with ESI FAIMS-MS is currently ongoing and the difference between
various techniques; such as working in positive versus negative mode, are being studied.
Furthermore, preparation and various forms of sample purification are being discussed. This
portion of the research is conducted in collaboration with Dr. Garbryelski and his students.
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4.5

Saccharide modification analysis summary
Difficulties encountered in characterizing the full structure of C. jejuni HS:5 CPS mainly

stem from the unknown structure of the heptose modification. The existence of this compound
creates significant overlapping on the NMR spectrum which cannot be fully overcome even after
the employment of 2D NMR techniques such as COSY, HSQC and HMBC. This hinders the
structural analysis and limits the ability to characterize the CPS.
However, certain conclusions can be reached regarding the structure of this modification
based on the data collected from GC-MS, NMR and ESI FAIMS-MS techniques. The GC-MS
fragmentation spectrum of the unknown heptose modification can be seen in Figure 46c, from
the peaks visible on the spectrum we can conclude that the molecular weight of the modification
is significantly smaller than that of an average saccharide. The prominent fragmentation peaks
are: m/z 43, 70, 95, 109, 130 and 169. There are very few peaks beyond m/z 169 and all are in
low abundance. ESI FAIMS-MS spectra of peak at m/z 414 shows repeated losses of HOAc
groups (at least four). This acetylation is evidence of approximately four primary hydroxyl
groups present on the structure of the modification. The presence of primary hydroxyls in the
structure are further validated by the oxidation results discussed in chapter 4.6
NMR techniques provide further structural information, combining data from different
experiments such as 13C J-mod, COSY, HSQC and others it is possible to make certain structural
observations. The modification is comprised of eight protons and six carbons. Not all protons are
correlated though immediate bond linkages and two sets of directly linked protons exist (H1, H2,
H3, H4 and H5, H6, H7, H8). However when the signal at H6 (3.45ppm) is irradiated all eight
protons are shown to be interconnected indicating a single modification structure. Though well
separated in the 1H NMR spectra, 1H signals at 1.65ppm and 2.15ppm (H3 and H4) are bonded to
the same carbon at 33ppm. Similarly, proton peaks at 1.80ppm and 2.2ppm link to one carbon at
34.7ppm in the HSQC spectra. The upfield two carbons are secondary carbons, another
secondary carbon corresponds to the H2 signal and based on its downfield shift contains a
hydroxyl group. The J-mod and HSQC data also suggests that the modification contains three
CH carbons; all are in the ring region of the spectrum and are likely hydrolyzed.
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The existence of two sets of protons in one spin system suggest the presence in the
modification structure of some functional group which limits transfer of magnetization from
proton to proton in COSY or TOCSY experiments. While there are many possibilities, the
likeliest is the presence of an amine group or carbonyl groups; this is confirmed by ESI FAIMSMS fragmentation. Another important aspect of the heptose modification is that the structure
contains both CH and CH2 but not quaternary or CH3 carbons. The absence of CH3 is especially
interesting as it suggests that the basic structure of the modification may be a ring comprised of
primarily of hydroxylated carbons and protons, and possibly nitrogen and carbonyl groups.
Taken together these facts suggest that the heptose modification may be an amino acid.
If the known facts regarding the structure of the modification, gathered though various
analytical methods are combined it is possible to derive fragments of the unknown substrate.
Figure 47 shows two fragments assembled based on data provided by COSY, HSQC, J-Mod and
ESI-FAIMS MS data. While the structure of the individual sections can be derived confidently
how they are linked together remains unknown.

Figure 47: Two fragments of the unknown CPS modification derived from information provided by NMR and MS
analysis. Brackets indicate modification proton assignments, R represents the still unknown factors of the structure.

Various amino acids fitting these characteristics were studied as possible modification
candidates. Histamine and histidine were early structural candidates, their molar masses were
close to fragmentation peaks found in GC-MS and ESI FAIMS-MS and they met other structural
specifications, however, when pure standards of these two compounds were investigated neither
was a match to the CPS sample in both NMR and GC-MS data. Hydroxyproline and 4-hydroxy
pipercolic acid are being investigated as possible modification structures. Analysis is hampered
by the fact that pure standards for these compounds are not widely commercially available.
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The linkage through which the modification is connected to the CPS remains highly
ambiguous. The connectivity between the anomeric region and the modification protons region is
visible not only in the HMBC spectra but also can be seen in TOCSY and NOE data. First, this
suggests that the modification is not linked though a typical glycosidic bond (which a TOCSY
signal cannot overcome). Second, it suggests that the modification is linked to the heptose in a
location very close to the anomeric region. This conflicts with the previous assumption that the
modification is linked to the heptose only at the “left over” linkage sites at C6 and C7. This
remains very likely as the HMBC shows long range linkages between the modification proton
signals H3, H4, H7 and H8 and an area in which Hep C6 and C7 are located. However, the exact
frequency and location of the modification, the way it is linked to the heptose and its final
structure are all topics that require further research.
Although a lot of structural information regarding the modification was discovered its full
structure remains unknown. The complexity of the obtained data (particularly the various NMR
spectra) and the wide range of possible structural candidates make it difficult to determine the
structure of the heptose modification and therefore to fully characterize the CPS. The full
structural characterization of the C. jejuni HS:5 CPS heptose modification is now considered to
be a separate project onto itself.
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4.6

Vaccine conjugation results
Despite difficulties with characterization, oxidation and conjugation were still performed

on the pure CPS sample. TEMPO oxidation method was chosen to selectively oxidize the
primary alcohols of the CPS chain and turn them into primary carboxylic acids. This was
followed by EDC conjugation to the carrier protein CRM197 and also later to BSA by the same
method.
The confirmation of TEMPO oxidation is difficult to establish by any NMR technique as
there is no clear characteristic change in proton signals that would be visible. However, it is
possible to note whether a certain sugar oxidized by performing composition analysis on a small
portion of the treated sample and processing it on a GC instrument. The selective oxidation of
primary alcohols changes the saccharide structure; an oxidized heptose does not elute from the
GC column at the same time as an untreated heptose does, even if they are both part of one
sample. As a result, a gas chromatograms of an untreated CPS can be compared to a
chromatogram of a TEMPO oxidized CPS and a decrease in relative abundance of one of the
peaks would imply a successful oxidation of that compound.
Figure 48 compares the peaks present in pure and TEMPO oxidized CPS. In Figure 48a
the most abundant peak is the unknown heptose modification at 36.25min, the heptose peak at
52.21min is second most abundant and the glucose peak at 37.16min is third. Figure 48b shows
the spectra of a TEMPO oxidized CPS which underwent the same composition analysis. The
glucose and heptose peaks remained relatively in proportion but the unknown modification peak
at 36.27min diminished in abundance by approximately 15%. These results show that while the
conjugation theoretically may occur at the primary alcohol of the heptose it is much more likely
to occur at a similar site on the modification structure, further validation the theory of an alcohol
present on the modification structure.
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A

B

Figure 48: Composition analysis gas chromatogram of (a) alditol acetylated C. jejuni HS:5 CPS and (b) alditol acetylated TEMPO Oxidized C. jejuni HS:5 CPS
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Following oxidation and conjugation of the carrier protein CRM197 to the CPSC.j, the
effectiveness of the conjugation was investigated with a SDS-PAGE gel seen in Figure 49a. The
first lane shows the standard protein ladder, the middle lane shows CPS-CRM197 conjugate and
the third lane shows only the unconjugated CRM197 carrier protein standard. The conjugate band
in the middle lane is shown to be higher than the narrow band in the third lane which represents
the CRM197 standard. The molecular weight of the conjugate exceeds the molecular weight of the
carrier protein. This indicates that the conjugation was successful and the wide prominent bands
at around 100 kDa represent the mass of one carrier protein linked to one CPS. The second lane
also shows some lower molecular weight bands in the region just below 50kDa, these bands
likely represent remains of a degraded CRM197 protein.

Figure 49: SDS-PAGE gel for (a) CPSC.j-CRM197 conjugate and (b) CPSC.j-BSA conjugate. In both, first lane
containts the protein ladder, second contains the conjugate and third contains the protein standard

In Figure 49b a SDS-PAGE gel was performed on a CPS sample conjugated to BSA. As
before, the first line represents the standard protein ladder, the second contains the CPSC.j-BSA
conjugate and the third BSA standard only. Once again the molecular weight of the conjugate
exceeds the molecular weight of the BSA standard indicating a successful conjugation. The
successful conjugation of CPS to bovine serum albumin is necessary for later immunoblot testing
which examines the conjugate’s ability to raise antibodies against specific C. jejuni serotypes and
strains.
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CHAPTER 5: Conclusions
5.1

Conclusions of Research
The results presented in this thesis provide information regarding the structure of

Campylobacter jejuni HS:5 CPS (strain CP-PG 3409) which was successfully extracted from the
cell mass by phenol extraction, dialysis, ultra-centrifugation and size exclusion column
chromatography. The obtained pure CPS sample was analyzed using GC-MS, NMR and ESI
FAIMS-MS methods in order to establish both the backbone structure of the polysaccharide and
the structure of the saccharide modification.
Composition analysis by GC-MS showed the backbone structure of CPS to be comprised
of glucose and D-glycero-D-manno heptose. GC-MS linkage analysis showed that heptose has
three possible linkages at →1)DD-Hep(2←, →1)DD-Hep(2,6← and →1)DD-Hep(7← and
glucose has two possible linkages at →1)Glc and →1)Glc(4←. One dimensional and two
dimensional NMR data, specifically TOCSY, COSY and HSQC, showed the corresponding
anomeric proton peak of glucose to be at 4.87ppm. The anomeric DD-heptose proton peak is at
5.19ppm; both saccharides were confirmed to be in alpha configuration. NOE and HMBC data
showed signals transferred though the glycosidic bonds, based on this information it was
established that heptose links to the anomeric carbon of glucose at C2 and glucose links to the
anomeric carbon of heptose at C4 forming the following backbone structure (also see Figure 50):
←1)-α-D-glycero-D-manno-Hep(2→1)α-Glc(4→

Figure 50: Structure of the C. jejuni HS:5 CPS backbone chain.
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The structure of the modification was not fully characterized however the existence of
many linkage sites on the heptose and limited amount of such sites on the glucose in the GC-MS
data indicates that the modification is likely located on the DD-Heptose saccharide. In a
backbone structure a heptose is linked to glucose at C2, this leaves C6 and C7 as some of the
possible linkage sites for the unknown modification. A COSY spectrum shows two anomeric
peaks at 5.23ppm and 4.97ppm which may represent H1 of modified heptose structures.
GC-MS and ESI FAIMS-MS data show the presence in the modification of amine,
carbonyl and repeating hydroxyl groups, indicating that the modification may be an amino acid.
NMR data, particularly COSY, carbon J-mod and HSQC, show that the modification contains
approximately six carbons; three are hydroxylated CH, one is a hydroxylated CH2 and two CH2
are simple secondary carbons. There are no CH3 signals in either the carbon or the proton NMR
data suggesting that the modification has an unusual, possibly ring structure. The structure may
contain a nitrogen or a carbonyl group, possibly at the linking site between CPS and the
modification.
The pure CPS was oxidized using the TEMPO oxidation method and underwent a
successful EDC coupling to the CRM197 carrier protein. The success of the conjugation was
established by SDS-PAGE gel and further preliminary tests showed the CPS-CRM197
glycoconjugate to be immunogenic. While additional results and analysis are needed to fully
characterize the structure of this C. jejuni HS:5 CPS its backbone and many structural aspects of
its modification have now been established and early results show that the CPS can be
conjugated to various carrier proteins and supply an immunogenic response.
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5.2

Future work
C. jejuni HS:5 serotype (strain CP-PG 3409) proved to have a complex structure and

much work remains before it can be fully characterized. The absolute configuration of all
saccharides still needs to be determined. In the Monteiro group this is typically done by chiral
diastereomeric acetate glycoside derivative analysis in which a chiral center is introduced,
creating diastereomer derivations that can be separated and identified by GC-MS.
The primary focus of all future work, however, must be identification and structural
characterization of the unknown heptose modification. Any future research must focus first on its
basic structure, then on the location and way it is linked with the heptose sugar and then the
frequency of occurrence of this modification in the overall CPS. Further NMR analysis, such as
2D TOCSY and NOESY, may be helpful in determining certain structural and linkage aspects.
To confirm the presence of an amine in the modification a 2D

15

N-1H HSQC would be ideal,

however few NMR instruments are set to perform this kind of technique. A breakdown of CPS
by a mild acid treatment can be attempted to separate the polysaccharide into individual
saccharides. If such a breakdown is successful and fragments can be effectively separated, it may
be possible to analyze each individual compound using GC-MS and NMR techniques.
As the conjugation likely occurs at a primary alcohol site on the modification itself, if any
further vaccine research on this C. jejuni strain and serotype is to be conducted, the full structure
must be known unambiguously. The successful conjugation of CPSC.j. to CRM197, which has
been confirmed through SDS-PAGE gels, is a hopeful indication but further immuneblot testing
is needed to ensure that the produced glycoconjugate is immunogenic.
Once the structure of C. jejuni HS:5 CPS (CP-PG 3409) has been established it is
important to investigate other strains in the same serotype to determine which HS:5 strains are
cross-reactive. Establishing cross-reactivity is an important step in any future vaccine
development as it will provide a much broader efficacy spectrum. C. jejuni strains are phase
variable and within one serotype complex there may be numerous different CPS structures. For a
glycoconjugate to be truly effective it must be capable of immunizing against all possible
variants of the HS:5 serotype. A good structural understanding of one strain creates a good
starting point for the characterization of other, similar strains.
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